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Hunger:
Art Hoggard is a man
who does more than just
cut the grass
(see page 7)
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Draft:

The controversy over Winterberg's purchases rages on
(see below and letter on page 2)

UOP's Merriweather and
Harmon are picked by NFL
teams
(see page 11)
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Yearbook editor nixed

Controversies rage over
ASUOP directorships
By Amy Gilliland
Staff Writer

The IFC as it listened to Archania's appeal
Tuesday evening.
IFC President Jim
Clifford (second from left with hat) and

cau Arm)
I • HI

Koban pboto

Greg Boardman, director (third from left)
listen as Peter Morgan (far right) speaks

IFC penalizes Archania;
no fire truck in '82-'83

CAN BE.

ION AREA

DAY!!

By T.K. Rohan
Staff Writer

The Interfraternity Council
(IFC) made its first real plenary
decision concerning disputes bet
ween fraternities, Tuesday night.
This is the first disciplinary action
the council has taken in its two
years of effective existence.
On this particular night, the
council heard charges brought
against the Archania fraternity as
leveled by the Omega Phi Alpha
fraternity. The charges stated that
on Friday afternoon, April 15, the
men of Archania inappropriately
used their fire truck in a water
fight causing damage to the Omega
Phi Alpha house, and endangering
the physical well-being of members
of Omega Phi Alpha. The charges
further stated that three of Ar
chania's pledges entered the
Omega Phi Alpha house and
caused damage to the interior.
Prior to this incident,
the IFC had only been in
volved with furthering relations
between the fraternities of the

university.
Now, however, the
IFC has taken on another role,
that of mediator and judicial body
for disputes between fraternities.
According to Tony Hutton, vicepresident of IFC and active mem
ber of Omega Phi Alpha, IFC will
prcfvide a necessary function, that
of limiting friction and antagonism
between fraternities, and will help
the Greek system to grow.
The charges were first brought
to the attention of the Office of
Student Life, but after a request by
the IFC to deal with this situation,
the Office of Student Life turned
the matter over the the IFC.
IFC heard the charges and
then decided upon the following
sanctions. First, the Archania fire
truck will be banned from the
university campus until April 15,
1983 (one year to the date of the
infraction). Second, Archania will
not be allowed to hold social fun
ctions on campus for the remain
der of the 1982 spring semester.
Archania
appealed
the
decision to OSL, which again tur
ned the matter over to the IFC

stating, "[the appeal] requests a
substitute penalty for the second
part of the IFC decision." IFC
reconsidered its decision and
proposed that for Archania's
"Fireman's Fling" to be held on
campus, the fraternity must per
form a service to raise money for
the IFC treasury. In this way, the
IFC will be able to further promote
the Greek system and inter-frater
nity relations. A minimum of $250
must be raised.
"I was shocked and appalled
by the first decision," stated Peter
Morgan, president of Archania.
Morgan stated that the decision by
IFC is too stringent for the
violation, and the incident warran
ted nothing more than a warning.
"I am a little surprised that
Omega Phi didn't first come to us
[Archania] and try to work the
situation out before going to Dean
Barr and the Office of Student
Life." added Morgan.
Judy
Chambers,
vicepresident of OSL, stands behind

(See IFC, Page 1 4)

Computer controversy rages on

Endowment fund violated
By SteVe Johnson
Managing Editor

Another chapter was added this
to what is quickly becoming an
°Pen embarrassment to financial
Vice-President Robert Winterberg.
•he Pacifican learned through a high'evel source close to the finance
department that money used to pay
for two $75,000 Hewlett-Packard cornPaters was drawn from a special conagency fund and authorized by
"interberg. (See related letter to the
editor, on page 2).
The fund, which totals $500,000,
first established in 1977 by Winferberg to provide financial support
ln case of a dip in enrollment. The
"ad now pays for parts of the
University energy bills, and was used
SPVa*>«1
A..U«rn tr\
feral times 1by ««r*
Winterberg
to rnver
cover
the $75,000 expense.
According to
°Pe source, no evidence exists in any
f the active university accounts or a
Enchase made under the titles
or
„Hewlett-Packard;" "H-P,
c°niputer systems."
'"puter systems.
,
.. The Pacifican has also learned
hat Wii
'i program
Winterberg hired• a data
faiyst by the name of Martin Ather0ri in early January of this year
m cany januaiy
^
f
Pro.. for one
nnp nr
r°gram COBOL
f,
software
oi
f t^o new computers purchased,
d HP-3000, series 33 model.
ij Atherton worked for.
Vkton Unified School Distric
week
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beginning on July
1967 as a data
program analyst until his departure
on December 30, 1980. Atherton
now works directly for Winterberg in
the finance office, and maintains an
office on the second floor.
According to a spokesman at the
SUSD personnel office, Atherton s

ess
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and $32,000. An exhaustive search of
university payroll accounts did no
list Atherton's name, so it is not
known where Atherton s salary
comes from within the university
kUC*gCOBOL programmers with up to
10 years of experience can earn
anywhere from $30 to $5C> an hour
according to Forrest File, thereto
of data processing for the SUb •
Although Atherton wc»rks on
programs for the HP-3000, he does
aot program for the second comnuter an HP-125 microco mputer,
ffch acts as a "stand alone"' system
and does not drive other terminals.
The HP-3000 drives between four and
seven terminals.

j

The Pacifican has learned that
Winterberg uses the HP-12^ at his
home for personal use, along Wlth a
portable Execuport system terminal
that is hooked through hj-s phone

directly into the HP-3000.
As has been his policy since Mar
ch 26, when The Pacifican disclosed
the purchase of the new computers,
Winterberg refused to comment on
the charges.
But Winterberg's
assistant, Jerry Zedlich, did say that
Winterberg does not consider the
charges to date "to be a serious
problem."
The hardware package for the
HP-3000 includes between four and
seven terminals, which are tied direc
tly into the system itself. The HP3000 is capable of performing routine
financial tasks similar to those done
by the Finance Center, according to
Forrest File.
File noted that SUSD also pur
chased an HP-3000 although their
computer is a series 44, which has one
million more "bytes" of main mem
ory than the series 33, which the
Finance Center owns. A byte is a
computer term for 16 bits, or in
dividual units, of memory capacity.
"The series 33 can do quite a few
financial tasks," File said. "General
ledger, inventory, payroll, financial
analysis—it can run ten programs
simultaneously, if you need it to."
According to a spokesman for
Hewlett-Packard, the series 33 is the
next to the smallest coinputer
available on the 3000 line, but he

(See COMPUTER, Page 6)

Of the three new ASUOP direc
tors appointed by president Joe Har
tley, only two were,confirmed by the
Board of Supervisors Tuesday night.
Cathy D'Angelo was confirmed
as Academic Affairs Director, and
Mick Marks was confirmed as Direc
tor of the Forum.
Hartley appointed Kevin Higdon
to continue serving as the yearbook
director, but he was not confirmed by
the board.
According to Supervisor Craig
England, there was discussion con
cerning Higdon's qualifications for
the directorship. Bob Berryman,
another candidate for the position,
was supported by members of the
yearbook staff who were present at
the supervisors' meeting.
Hartley seemed to feel that most
of the problems Higdon experienced
were due to the first year of the year
book's production.
Since there is no provision in the
ASUOP Constitution when an
appointment is not confirmed by the
board, Hartley would like to set up a
new committee in order to reinterview the yearbook director can
didates. He would like to, have mem
bers of the Pacifican Publications
Board and maybe one or two super
visors on the committee.
"I think what would be best is if
I am not involved in the process, that
I be interviewed by the committee so
that I can give my perceptions of this
year, because I'm really the only per
son that has the total view of the
yearbook," said Hartley.
"I think what I would like to do is

agree with the recommendation. In a
sense we're sending it to binding ar
bitration by a third party. Hopefully,
the board will agree.
Last week in a closed session, the
board voted not to confirm the
Academic Affairs director. There
was a discussion as to whether D'An
gelo was the best candidate for the
iob.

Cathy D'Angelo
England, who was a member of
the Executive Appointments Com
mittee, passed out a separate list of
recommendations for the Academic
Affairs, Yearbook and Forum direc
torships.
England felt that Bill Kochenderfer, who has served on several
academic affairs committees this
year, was also qualified for the job.
"The problem is that the board
members, several of them, felt the
question at hand was not that Cathy
D'Angelo was not qualified, but the
fact that Bill Kochenderfer was better
qualified for Academic Affairs direc
tor," said England. "There was no
substantive reasoning for Joe Hartley
not to appoint him as Academic Af-

fairs director," he added.
However, it is not the purpose of
the board to select the best qualified
person; that is the president's job as
outlined in the constitution.
"It isn't a matter of Bill not
being qualified," said vice-president
Linda Haverty. "It was a matter of
the committee feeling that Cathy was
the best qualified."
"Sometimes I think it's an asset
not to have been involved and not to
be constrained by what's been done in
the past, especially in a growing of
fice," continued Haverty. "Those
are some of the reasons that I suppor
ted Cathy."
This is the first year the ASUOP
president has had supervisors on the
Executive Board Committee. The
final decision lies with the president,
although input from all committee
members is considered.
"This entire process of appoin
tment has got to change," said Har
tley. "The board needs to come up
with the decision of what confir
mation means and what appointment
means, which they don't have."
The Constitution says that the
president shall appoint directors, and
that the board shall confirm them.
There is no provision if the board does
not confirm the appointment, or if it
is their decision to make another
recommendation.

(See ASUOP, Page 1 4)

Tenure at Pacific:
An effective system?
and Tenure (P & T) Board. The P &
T Board is made up of three faculty
members, two deans and one student.
Staff Writer
The board is chaired by the academic
vice-president.
(First of a two-part series)
The P&T Board votes on the
recommendation and then makes
Tenure is a subject that most
their own recommendation to the
people have heard of, yet few people
executive policy committee. Finally,
understand.
the executive policy committee
Tenure guarantees an instructor
makes a final decision to either grant
that he will not lose his job if he
or deny tenure.
speaks out on an unpopular subject.
This sounds like a lot of red tape
It protects faculty members so that
and time and money wasted, but the
they may teach their subject from
tenure review is one of the most im
their point-of-view without the threat
portant evaluations that a professor
of losing their jobs.
goes through in his teaching career.
"It's generally a very good
At UOP, a professor is eligible for
system," according to Roy Whiteker,
tenure after his seventh year of
dean of C.O.P. "It keeps people off
teaching. If a professor has been
the streets, or any Regents, or even
teaching at another four-year, ac
the president from getting on a
credited institution, he can bring in
faculty member's case about
up to three years credit towards
something," he explained.
tenure.
To obtain tenure, a faculty
At the beginning of the
member goes through a very rigorous
professor's sixth year, the tenure
review and evaluation. The first step
review begins. The decision is made
is organizing a tenure review commit
by the end of the sixth year so that a
tee. This committee consists of a
teacher, if denied tenure, will have a
faculty member from within the
year to find a job. After the seventh
reviewee's department, a peer mem
year, a teacher without tenure will no
ber who may or may not be from the
longer be a member of the faculty.
department, a tenured faculty mem
This may sound like a great
ber from outside the department, and
system, but, as with any regime, there
two students.
are problems.
This committee then issues sur
Tenure was originally set up as a
veys to department members and
means to protect a teacher's right to
students. They interview past and
speak out freely in the classroom,but
present students, speak to advisees,
in many cases, it has evolved into
and interview other faculty members
something quite different.
on campus.
"There are only a few times that
After this is completed, the
I can think of where the freedom to
committee reviews all of the infor
speak out has been assisted by
mation gathered, and renders a
tenure," said Reuben Smith, dean of
decision to grant or deny tenure.
UOP's graduate school. "For all the
This decision and the findings of
rest of it, tenure turns out to be job
the committee are then given to the
security."
department which votes on whether
This job security concept of
or not to grant tenure.
tenure has created another problemThese decisions are then given to
Dean Whiteker, who makes a
(See TENURE, page 6 )
recommendation to the Promotions

By Beth Hammond

Ambassador Robert White

Former diplomat
to El Salvador
here next week
Former Ambassador to El
Salvador Robert White will speak
at the UOP Conservatory Wed
nesday, May 5 at 8 p.m. in an
ASUOP Forum-sponsored event.
Tickets are free to ASUOP
cardholders and $3 to the general
public.
Ambassador White, who serv
ed during the Carter ad
ministration, will speak on the
sources of the crisis in Latin
America.
Prior to serving in El
Salvador, White had spent many
years as a career diplomat ac
credited to other Central American
hotspots, including Nicaragua,
Honduras and the Dominican
Republic.
As Ambassador to El
Salvador, White made headlines.
Right-wing extremists attacked
him for backing reform and
human
rights;
left-wing
revolutionaries denounced him for
frustrating their drive for military
victory. As a television comentator
on Central American affairs,

(See WHITE, Page

Editor bids farewell
to UOP, Pacifican

ThU piece of commentary represents the
inevitable •• Kevin Bartram's farewell
editorial. In the following 20 inches of copy
it is my desire to heal a few wounds, as well as
provide some food for thought concerning
the future of UOP's main publication.
(Before delving too deeply into the mat
ters at hand. I would like to pose the question
as to whether the "P" in U.O.P. would not
be more effective if it stood for "party." I
wonder sometimes if the main reason for the
overlyexpansivc nature of this "institute of
higher education" is the freedom of our
nation's wealthy kids to migrate to Stockton
for four years to drink, drug and play).
However, let's get serious folks. I feel it
now remains my duty to briefly skim a few
topics which must be dealt with. After all.
this issue represents the final piece to be
published by the 1981-82 staff. The produc
tion of next week's Pacifkan (the final issue
of this school year) will be overseen by Gregg
"moneybags" Goldman, 1982-83's Pacifican
Editor-in-Chief.
Goldman was granted the position last
week by the UOP publications board, but
only under the condition that he successfully
complete (a B grade or better) a college jour
nalism class over the summer. Seems there's
this odd little by-law contained within the
glorious Pacifican constitution which
establishes such a requirement. But that's
another story.
First, allow me to congratulate this
year's staff in making volume 72 of The
Pacifkan the best ever- a fact there is no
denying. 20 issues were produced by the
1980-81 staff, which set a precedent for this
weekly. However, by the time next week's
final issue hits the "stands." the 1981-82
staff will have completed 23 issues in a single
school year.
I'll drink to that!
I realize that I'll sound like every NFt
running back who. upon having a successful
season, inevitably credits his offensive line
for actually creating his proficiency, but I
must state that, were it not for an absolutely
awesome staff, this paper would not have
been worthy of serving as a bird-cage lining.
If I were one to wear head ornaments, I
would lake my hat off to this extremely
dedicated group.
(Specifically, I must extend an extra pat
on the back to our writing crew, who made
my job much easier this semester, though
they are not paid for their endeavors. Highly
talented and dedicated they are!)
Regretfully, The Pacifkan dropped the
ball in coverage in a few important areas.
Some events and issues which I wish we had
touched upon with a higher degree of ef
ficiency:

Nuclear disarmament: a MAJOR issue
and one which we too often neglected to
cover. The problems our generation will face
with nuclear weaponry is too immense for
one to fathom. Odds are good that you and 1
will die from some form of nuclear disaster.
Reagans social cuts: Unfortunately, our
conservative columnists received more print
in this area. It is my feeling that Ronald
Reagan is severely damaging the lives of
many of this nation's underprivelaged, and
no one can convince me otherwise. I only
pray that in 1984 our nation's voters take
heed to the most famous quote that the late,
great John Belushi left with us: "Wise up!"
Cocaine: This drug is seriously used and
abused on this campus, and I do regret
neglecting the issue in The Pacifkaa.
However, in order to cover such a controver
sial topic correctly, a reporter would be
required to put his neck on the line.
Someday, 1 do hope that a reporter with the
know-how (and the guts) undertakes such an
assignment. If covered properly, such an
issue is definitely Pulitzer material.
And finally. Pacific Daze: Boy, we really
blew this one (see letter, column 4). No ex
cuses here, we simply choked. The week-long
series of events was highly successful and
promises to be even more so next spring. (Get
a reporter on that one, Gregg!)
I have never attended another university,
so I have no solid method of classifying
UOP's student populace. However, whether
or not this problem stems from the "richdaddy" syndrome, we at UOP sure enjoy bit
ching. I hear all sorts of complaints from
Pacific students concerning The Pacifkan.
whenever we do something wiong. However,
hardly ever do I hear words of commen
dation. Our readers complain plenty, but,
for some reason, on the most part, they keep
reading.
! have admitted some faults we have
exhibited throughout this year of publication.
Now for what it's worth, I have a suggestion
for our readership. Next year when you are
displeased with a shortcoming of our
publication, write us a letter, or give us a call.
However, if you are not prepared to com
mend us when we do produce good material
or cover an issue well (i.e.-the Winter Term
controversy)-don't bother. For if the only
words we hear from the community are those
of disdain and disappointment, our eyes and
ears become frustrated tnu will, quite
possibly, tune out and turn off.
After all, I know we're doing something
right - over 4,000 of you keep reading.
Farewell, and good-luck, Goldy!
Kevin Bartram

sc a poWCl
Bob

Wi n^r %gwerful, in fa
t
n
Morl
kev to the univer

Letters to the Editor

Housing chief Fairbrooks applauds critical letters
Editor:
I was delighted with the letters to
the editor in the April 23 issue oFIhe
Pacifkaa. which dealt with the issue
of on-campus versus off-campus
housing. It is food to discuss these
matters openly and hooestly—and it
b important that UOP students can
consider housing options with all the
information thai may be available to
them—from all quarters.
The Housing Office's comparison sheet which extols the value
of on-campus living was not meant to
deceive anyone nor. in my
judgement, has it done so. No one
should be surprised at the fact thai we

For the past several weeks, ar
ticles have been running on VicePresident Bob Winter berg's purchase
of 4 Hewlett-Packard 125 mini and a
3000 medium sized computer.
A* the storv develops. *e Find
lb*i f»oh i«»s somethine to h<de. and
when uncovered doesn't <-ooimmt
That probably doesn't seem too
unusual lot those who work witn ntm
like myself, but this just doesn't cut
the mustard in this case
A certain basic trust was given to
this man. and he has bdrayed this
trust. | have seen it through the

OUR POLICY
Tho f*Bctfic»n „ pubhihod
every Pndoy by atudenit of tho
Umvararty of the Pacific. OMQOPI
during vacation periods Com
mania from Pacifican raadart at a
wafcoma Guaal columns and
lattart to tho odnot ora km tod to
260 wo/da and should bo tub
rrviiad In typad form by 6 p.m.
Tuesday lo tho Pocificon 3rd
floor. North Hon Tho Pactftcon
aloft rototvo* tho right to odit oU
Bubrmrtod motor,ol
tditoriol
commont» roftoct tho viowa of
tho Pacifican editorial board.
unless signed
Staff m
mambara of lha
Pacifican can bo rosehod ot
University of tha Pacific,
Stockton. California 9 6 2 f t
12091946 2114

time.
l et's set the facts straight Two
computer systems were purchased.
The first was an HP 123, a simple
stand-alone system foe about SI3.000
(with discount through the Bookstore
wno is a distributor lor HP). It b
able to run basic financial
calculations. The other is an 'HP
1000, a medium-sized computer
capable of considerably more than
Bob could ever use it for. now or in
the forsceable future. That set the
University back at least $60,000. A
common quoted Figure around the
center is about $83,000. Whv did he
buy it? Thai's my First question

The second question, where did
the money come from? Oh, Zcdliiz,
that Yes-man of Winter berg's, says
that the money came from three
people who did not come back this
>ear to UOP. Please show us the
Figures. If not, why not? Perhaps it's
because the monies came out of the
contigency funds.
If only the
Academic Council knew. Prove me
wrong. Bob? Show someone the
receipts and ledger accounts. Or can
you? Bob. this "no comment''crap
only digs you deeper We see you
moping about.
What's wrong?
Guilty conscience or just plain guilty?

(See LETTER, page 3)
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it b usually he who
is no legitimate way to compare hvuq
\ells students why going
in a residence hall to living in u t
y isn't that expensive at
partment ..and perhaps our con.
/ ine looks at the figures correc
parison sheet should have
that right out from the start.
^probably suits Winterberg fi

On the other hand, there is no
question in my mind that for many
students there comes a lime when
they need to move out from the
residence halls into an apartment—be
it on or off campus. There probably

But lately, Winterberg has b
gmst into the limelight as the pr<
oner of $75,000 in new compi
quipment for the Office of Finan
Egg consecutive stories have
pared in The Pacifican about
naputers. Last week's story no

?S

What the staff in the Houun
Office and I want to be sure of it ih*
every returning student weigh tUtfe
advantages and disadvantages of «n|
housing option carefully; we will e
others ting hymns about off-caap*
living, and we will continue to too
for life on campus since that it, tits
all, what we believe in.
Paul Fairim*
Director, Auxiliary Smfca

Oops! Pacifican blows coverage of Pacific Daze
Editor:
Your focus on campus events has
been severely criticized throughout
the year, and I think with good
reason. I bring special attention to
last
week's campus events,
specifically Pacific Daze and the In
ternational Spring Festival.
These events should have
received prominent coverage, vy*
they involved the whole student body.
The Pacific Daze is a new set of events
to share with the students. The In
ternational Spring Festival b an an
nual event that b held every spring
semester in order for the students and

i tnp students have i
Personally, althoi

b e r g

are proud of our on-campus housing.
s. of the
of the exciting hall activities,
excellent food service on campus, and
of the dedicated and devoted staff
members who work in these facilities.
Some may think us naive, perhaps,
but we do sincerely believe thai oncampus housing, for many, is really a
superior alternative to living in an
apartment off-campus.

community to share and gain in
multi-cultural interaction.
If on the whole these events were
successful, their success owes nothing
whatsoever to the efforts of The
Pacifkaa or its staff. I made an ef
fort to contact you two weeks prior to
the event. I realize that the week of
April 16 there was no publication of
I he Pacifkaa, thereby not making it
possible to cover these events thai
week Yet, if you consider the scope
of these events, they should,
however, have been covered the
following week.
Your failure to do so was a

flagrant omission, to say the toe.
that may have seriously affected u>
outcome of these events, fin
omissions are thoroughly rcprehasible and were, if I may say so, i
serious lapse in your duties u i
responsible editor.

* most of his work is done beh
EKs. talking the language
ley debits, and credits to
who make decisions on th

utters.

David W

I can only hope that in the lam
these omissions will not occur aggt.
for it u a disservice to the
community.
Krvla I \ costs
I ill, r lutKins! Spriai
Festival G

Conservatory alum doing well in tour with band

Editor:
Just before spring break I
received a phone call from a former
UOP student, and I thought many of
your readers might be interested in
bearing the beginnings of a success
story:

Many of you will remember a
tall, blood conservatory student from
last year by die name of Nate Klingcr.
If you do. it's advisable that you
don't forget him
Nate has been in school in
Arizona since September, but about a
week ago he dropped out...for a very

good reason. He'd been playing
keyboard in a moderately successful
country musk band in Phoenix, but
not too long ago he got a call from
another band asking him to audition
for them. The new band b a suc
cessful. well-known band in Phoenix.
Nate went down to audition, and
within three hours they had hired him
and started the process of getting him
a passport.
The band, known as "Therese
Hollow ay and Country Company" b
booked for a four-and-a-half month
tour through Hawaii. Guam, the

Finance Center employee shoots down Winterberg RHA 'cheaters' unjustly accused
Editor,
years, but he has gone too far this
I
writing Ihi« Idler because
enough ts enough

-sn
Cfhoids the
president
- U»ury'
Ho very nearly anyth
Sncc. ^,an d°mLev
as
long,£
as,on
money, »
5*e'ca'^i.h
!h his
his money.
V
""".v of the 37 members of
JJ3 of Regents agree.

Editor:
We would like RHA and the
students of UOP to know what un
just and cmd accusations have hap
pened in "The Roommate Game."
That b to say, the accusation of being
called a "Cheater."
The way RHA has the game set
up U just like the "Newlywed
Game," only the contestants are two
roommates instead of a married
couple. Each dorm has its own round
and finals to determine which con
testants will represent the dorm in the
"RHA Finals "
In our dorm there were five
rounds, so five contestants play
against etc* other to be the dorm's
contestant in the "RHA Finak." No
problem, right? WRONG!!!
The problem b that three of our
dorm's final contestants were accused
of "Cheating." NONE OF US
CHEATED AT ALL! Coinridcntally, all three of us contestants are
from ihe third floor and arc conssdered to be "Third-floor Rowdies."
The First contestants, my room
mate and I. were accused by a mem
ber of the audience. Therefore, we
didn't get disqualified, but we are still
rp. . . .
_

insulted try the accusation.
The mxxid and the thad anaaa
were disqualified though, because
one of the judges supposedly saw
them "giving signals." The so-called
signal was a "choke gesture." The
only thing that means is "You arc
going to choke!" That has nothing at
all to do with the question, which
was: "How many pieces of jewelry
does your roommate have on?"
Anyway, how would the third con
testant know how many pieces of
jewelry the roommate haid on. when
she was, in fact, out of the room at
the lime?
They woo fair and square, and
they deserve to be in our dorm's
finals. My roommate and I were
looking forward to their com
petetion, but now we are going to try
our hardest to win our dorm's finals
and RHA finals on behalf of them
and any other contestants unjustly
disqualified and accused of cheating'
We think we all deserve a big
apology!!!

Phillipincs and Alaska. When tk>
return they arc scheduled to cm "
album, and Nate will be featured as
the album singing a couple of MP
he wrote.
Those of you who have bflri
Nate play piano and/or nng co
vouch for the fact that he is wfl
talented, and it looks like that i> f
ting to be common opinion k«T
your eyes and cars open. Nate klmk
may be on the way to well-den**"
stardom.
Barbara Rskd>

"•••I

fuemen in spirit, we are conowned with the malicious misuse of
,tr'<**T,CnC> r** »«vice available to
msutuuon. Not only b it very ex
j*&H*e, it also involves putting the
uses of wdl meaning firemen and in
nocent citizens of this community in
jeopardy insofar that firemen run
^ tunc thcy "e sum
®»?«d by the pulling of an emergen
cy fire alarm .. wanton or legitimate

Pump up Joe! ft>ner
rjun,y by

*°ut that

Editor:

&
•f t?UI

According to Jim !!••*•••
AKL's pledge trainer, we no* ^
the edge over all the other !><*•
because Joe Hartley b a ptod|tof»
chania. How ignorant can one fB*'
be?

,hl

thil

SI

Does that also imply that Thf*
•edge" over the rest ot •*
has "the
sororities because Linda HxjJr, T^ati
the vice president? Or maybe Tn ^
does because Sharo# Margolin
member there and this
homecoming queen. But thf **,
Delta Gamma has the Belle 0
chania and Omega Phi's Drt*®^
I guess this would give the"
edge", right. Tim?

Personally, I always thougkf^
people of a house made d* )<(l
*nd not just one person Sure.
the student body president ol ^
The accused cheaters who did aot
but he is also an individual *:1* „
cheat!
•he
right to make i»d' j,
(N
.withheld by request) decisions. His derision to ^
Archania was a personal 3"^ y
one made not against the
. .
B P
Pulling the fire alarm may apIFC, and one not made out of
pear attractive for its amusement 1 *nd personal prejudice and N»»
value, "particularly as the anxiety of
finals creep on us, but we fed thai the
The men of Archanis *' , ypotential for danger far outweighs to have Joe as one of the i#"1,.
•ny justification for wanton use of
in thb year's pledge class ot • , t
this faijlity.
Hartley is a dedicated P,c%k'
W'e ask, therefore, that in- dedicated pledge, and soon
^
. jIs think
think of the lives involved dedicated brother ot AlpW
Juidi
beforec bulling
pulling the
i fire alarm.
Phi Archania. Pump up.
u a*
The Mea of Archania

L

**°lidatin

Think before pulling fire alarms

Editor
litor:

. U.S. amba
**«> Hinton w
*te* as sayin
Xantcd preside
»*mbly in tha
ft.'he Salvad
J* Aubutsson) 1
i he Salvadoi

Brother of
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PERSPECTIVES

Steve Johnson

My Turn
Readers speak out

that Winterberg uses a small portable

STdEItCrminal at Ws ho™
newlv nurohCeSH l° °ne of the tw°
d computers.
sernnH
The
second computer, a Hewlett-Packard
mi computer is also in Winterberg's
5°,r• 2r'dl"8 <« «* week's I,!
Writ^ three articles have been
written by yours truly.
The implications of these facts
are serious, since they raise questions

1""
sel"r
a™
allowed access to office equipment

Bob Winterberg is a powerful
Ujn. More than powerful, in fact.
He holds the key to the university
ireasury, and as vice president of
finance, can do very nearly anything
jj wants with his money, as long as a
majority of the 37 members of the
loard of Regents agree. .

Mids cpi

r":cai K
' J*"* ^hollfrS

^ •»d pcrhan "810 ^
! ,hen ihOttku °Ur %
«ov« frCS>Poi«;
l

«* «an.

• sure
j'^f

W{i?hali

Few UOP students have met
Winterberg personally, although
some undoubtedly have heard of his
name since it is usually he who an
nually tells students why going to
UOP really isn't that expensive at all,
if one looks at the figures correctly.
This probably suits Winterberg fine,
since most of his work is done behind
ihe scenes, talking the language of
money, debits, and credits to the
Regents who make decisions on these
natters.

H fully:
rnn* about **k
But lately, Winterberg has been
*' A,! continue to root thrust into the limelight as the proud
pu un

JT, ' «thatB,ji:j
owner of $75,000 in new computer
nincvt in.
equipment for the Office of Finance.
Paal Fiirbroti
Three consecutive stories have ap
peared in The Pacifican about the
computers. Last week's story noted

,e of Pacific Daze

. to say the least,
lously affected the
« events. Tta,
>roughly reprttaf 1 may say so, i
your duties

: that in the
1 not occur
ce to the
ke via L AcosU
InlentttkwISptt
festival 0
;

.

"

in four with
\laska. Who®
U.S. ambassador to El Salvador
scheduled to«; Dean Hinton was quoted by the LA
turtd® Times as saying that the newly ap
: will be f«
pointed president of the Constituent
\i a couple
assembly in that country was chosen
by the Salvadoran people.
"He
ID'Aubuisson) has been freely elected
by the Salvadorans," were his exact
words.
111
look*
„ tt$
1 was considering refuting this
moo
claim of plebiscite with the simple
argument that D'Aubisson's party
ARENA (Alianza Republicana
Nacionalista) won only 19 seats in
Rob«ls 'bat assembly while the so-called
Barb"*
Christian Democrats won 24. By
consolidating with some of the lesser
scat winners, ARENA was able to
lather enough seats to be the
Majority by coalition. Nothing illegal
U
about that.
But they were not by any stretch
the imagination chosen by the
Majority of Salvadorans, the
Christian
Democrats were. But I
1
O J'" n<>»"
realized that basing my argument
e
* . -f 11.- "Pon this fact of misrepresentation
Would in a sense acknowledge the
f'ections that took place there ap
C)0e r
M
rant &
proximately one month ago were just,
were not. By claiming just and
.fl# lar^y
!r elections in ttiat country, tne ad
1
• a UtlP ' r »<t
it
-he a frii ministration has found a way to back
••
£ H 'nek
i ind* heP a

pump P

for personal use paid forlorn
Abuses of equipment
that°"
that rightly belong to a department
on campus are the basis for a charge
of misconduct, which in turn can be
used as a basis for firing.

Under Section 4:12.8 of the
University Handbook, faculty members who are charged with miscon
duct by their department heads can be:
hauled before a professional relations
committee composed of the academic
vice president and three tenured
faculty. This panel then determines if
the problem can be ironed out, and if
not, whether cause exists for a formal
hearing.
But no such code exists to
regulate improper actions of vice
presidents at UOP. What happens
when a vice president is guilty of
misconduct?
Winterberg doesn't believe he
has acted improperly, and even denies
that a "problem" exists, according to
his assistant Jerald Zedlitz. Winter
berg uses Zedlitz as his mouthpiece,
since the vice president refuses to talk

Joe

V2

a regime that is just as despicable as
the last.
Reports are now that military aid
is being resumed to the ruling elite,
and it's new chief Roberto
D'Aubuisson. My argument is that
by backing this regime, the Reagan
administration is missing an oppor
tunity to pull out of a no-win
situation.
Though major essays have been
written proving the fallacy of the
April 25 elections, I would like to
point out a few of the more prevalent
reasons why they were as close to
meaningless, and as far from true
democracy as you can get.
The great voter turn-out in San
Salador had less to do with a desire
for democracy and favorability
towards those wonderful candidates
than one might think. It is a fact that
a $200 dollar fine is leveled upon
those who do not have blue-cards
proving that they voted.
Those
unable to pay are shot. This in my
opinion is a good incentive to vote.
The popularly supported guerilla
factions were not represented (by
there won choice) in the elections
because death was a foregone con
clusion for any leftist who came out
in the open.
.
150 years of national strife is not
erased by a simple election. It is
rediculous to think that a brutal civil
war will be so easily cured. This can
be merely superficial.
Already since these highly ac
claimed elections took piace, muic
than 370 people have been killed, a
toll over the 350 a month average that
had been the norm. If this is an
example of "democracy at work, as
Hinton claims, we have further to go
than we thought.
Would you by happy if the
guerrillas had been instated in

ftv<
h[

'from page 2)
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Recently, UOP was planning the
Purchase of two new Burroughs 6900
c°mputers (twice as powerful as our
Present machines) replace our tenjcar-old-machines. Because
Vear-old-machines.
Becau: of cerlain
a'n sales arrangements and genera
^ings, it was sheer
ieei folly
iuuj not to
-- acCePt their offer. We already had the
the
tioney.
"'oney,

to "Sri i.., Rob stopped the purchase cold.
I C»

tc

,'ta Bloomenthal (the same one o
i VT Hi >e Carter Administration), the
,4 • * .J15* ,.[0' <<
/esident
of Burrougns
Burroughs v**
personally
ent ot
j 71
. andi Bob
DrtK refused
refused to
to
tailed up Bob,
e
didn ti like
I guess he aian
>
tr the call! 1
,
a
trie
e name Burroughs,
and likes
°undof"HP". That's no joke, just
anyone around here.
l For the money that he spent o
£ HP systems, UOP could have
, u8ht more memory f°r
V
•ademic computer and greatly
tbf

1

First, Winterberg may feel that
he can bide his time until after sum
mer, and hope that the whole mess is
forgotten. Students will have fresh
assignments, administrators will be
tied in knots worrying about new
budgets, and Stan McCaffrey will be
back in the driver's seat.
Second, Winterberg knows that
he will not be reprimanded. He has
been here too long, and he has too
many friends sitting as Regents. One
can live dangerously with that kind of
job security.
Finally, Winterberg knows that
his job is to keep UOP from going
bankrupt, and as long as he succeeds,
it would take a Nixonesque act to get
him removed. Bob Winterberg may
use University equipment, but he is
not dumb, and he is not psychotic.
Robert R. Winterberg is power
ful. He controls the money, and it is
money that will win when all is said
and done.

"V
tr

A

positions of power in the country?
This is a question that is frequently
asked of those who criticeze the elec
tions. "No" would be my answer for
the exact converse of what we are
seeing right now-only half of the
problem being treated. By instating
the guerrillas, we would have an
angry right wing that would continue
its violence.
It just so happens now that we
have this man D'Aubuisson leading
the government instead of Duarte.
Who is he and why are so many
displeased with him as the selection
for assembly president? Well, aside
from the fact that he and none of the
other factions now seated) were not
elected by true democratic process, he
has somewhat of a diabolical
biography.
The 38-year-old "pathological
killer" as described by former am
bassador Robert White has a history
of violent crimes. His most famous
(up until now) is that of Archbishop
Oscar Arnulfo Romero while per
forming Mass one Sunday. But that
was minor compared to the many that
were killed by D'Aubuisson's
escuadron do muerte (death squad) or
those who lost their lives in his attem
pted coup against Duarte in 1980.
His solution to quelling querrilla
uprisings is to use napalm. The unforunate thing is that he isn't kidding.
The situation stands very much
the way it ws just a few short months
ago, only the Reagan administration
has managed to get a few angry
citizens off their back by saying,
"Look, democracy". Meanwhile in
nocent peasants are slaughtered,
refugees accumulate on the borders,
and entire communities are
destroyed, financed by US dollars
that back a madman.

Stop world starvation
By Scott Johnson

"God, this dorm food makes me puke!"
Twenty-one children die every minute as
a consequence of hunger.
"I pay $10,000 dollars a year, and they
run out of chocolate-mint ice cream."
This devastation from hunger is
equivalent to a Hiroshima every three days.
"That food fight was awesome!"
Fifteen to 20 million people die each year
as a result of hunger and malnutrition.
The purpose of the Hunger Project is to
educate the public about the problem of
world hunger. It is a project of individual
and personal responsibility. People like John
Denver, Milton Friedman, Buckminister
Fuller, Valerie Harper, and Michael Murphy
are active members of the Hunger Project
who have taken personal responsibility for
ending hunger and starvation on our planet
by 1997.
The intentions of the project are to raise
people's consciousness about hunger, state
the facts and expose myths, and assist in
dividuals in realizing their ability to make a
difference in the world and the potential and
power they have in eliminating world hunger
forever.
Facts about Hunger:
First, the world has enough food for
everyone. We have the technology, the
resources, the money, and the know-how to
provide enough food for every person on earth
to be nutritionally self-sufficient from now
on.
Second, it would cost an estimated $25
billion a year for 20 years to end hunger on
our planet. This amount is also 17 days wor
th of the annual world military expenditures,
less than $6 per person in the world per year,
or $11 per person in the non-hungry world
per year. "If just one-seventh of the world's
yearly expenditures on alcohol and tobacco
were allocated to supporting food selfsufficiency, we could end world hunger by
the end of the century."
Third, the ending of world hunger
defuses the population bomb. In developing
countries where high infant mortality rates
exist, hungry parents have more children, so
they are assured of support from their surviving offspring in their- old age. "When

parents know that their children will not die,
they have fewer children. In every country in
which malnutrition has been reduced, infant
and child death rates have decreased, and as a
result, birth rates have dropped dramatically.
Ending hunger contributes directly to solving
the population problem."
The only thing missing is the will to get
hunger ended. "Hunger persists not because
we can't end it, but simply because we
haven't." We all affect each other. When
one person suffers, that person affects
everyone else in the world directly or indirec
tly in varying degrees.
Even if you can't hear the cries of the
millions of starving children, the economic
loss due to the existence of hunger is
phenominal. In the U.S. alone we spend $12
billion a year in U.S. food stamps, $3 billion
a year in international food aid, more than
$20 billion in food stamps outside the U.S.,
$1 billion to support hungry refugees, and
much more in unquatifiable areas like
medical care for the malnourished and
nutrition feeding programs. The cost in
psychological well-being is, of course, unmeasurable.
The solution to the world hunger
problem lies in the individual will. Become
aware of the problem and then choose to
eradicate it, personally. It can be done.
They said man could never fly. They
said the earth was flat. They said wrong. We
have the technology. We have the knowhow. We have the food. It's simply a matter
of will. We're all in this together. And you
make the difference. So choose to make a
difference. Now.
Things you can do:
1) Learn more about the world hunger
problem.
2) Join the Hunger Project or other hunger
groups.
3) Get a friend interested in ending world
hunger.
4) Fast on the 14th of every month.
5) Eat less red meat.
6) Contribute money to organizations that
are ending world hunger.
7) Talk to Art Hoggard (463-0342) for in
formation about the Hunger Project.
In the vision of the Spanish poet
Federico Garcia Lorca:
"The day hunger is eradicated from the
earth, there will be the greatest spiritual ex
plosion the world has ever known. Humanity
cannot imagine the joy that will burst into the
world on the day of that great revolution."
For a summary of facts mentioned
above or information about the Hunger
Project, write or call: The Hunger Project,
2015 Steiner Street, San Francisco, CA
94115, (415)346-6100.
Scott Johnson is a senior english major.
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4 to 5 Flavors Daily

20 Flavors Available

FRESH FRUIT DRINKS

LETTER
''haijj's pr^

to
The
Pacifican
about
the computers. In fact, Winterberg
acts like a man who forgot how to
talk when Pacifican reporters dial his
office phone. Usually, Winterberg is
"out of the office" (a nice, allpurpose excuse), or tied up in a
meeting" (another winner, since it
leaves the reporter with no option but
to wait until the "meeting" is over,
which can take days), and lately,
there has been a wave of "critical
Regents meetings" (but every day?).
Why doesn't Winterberg just
come out and offer his explanations
for his interest in university property?
Short of mind-reading, it is simply
impossible to tell, but several guesses
may be close to the mark.

David Wright / Democracy, or no?
iimh

Pacifican

creased the response time of the com
puter system. The son of a fnend of
mine tells me stories of 30 second
response times during normal peak
horns D u r i n g the weeks immediately
nreceeding finals, the response time is
SStedin minutes Forposeur,
IKSr rSponriimcTor

mosT

Hpt^ldhavchec^lhlJi^
5e,vias"hart°to is now receive on
the HP's.

another matter
e 'Vh-reis aCOBOL
thf
never brought up. There is a c
And

programmer working upstairs^ Why
In't UOP's exisiting programmers
Twhat Atherton (the programme^

na-> ^wheiTth? '^
coming from? Tell us Bob.
ears.

Apparently he thinks he can do
anything he damn well pleases. This
is soon coming to an end. You see,
for such a large purchase, it had to be
approved by the Board of Regents.
None of the Regents were even con
sulted, much less approved of the
purchase. Wait until they hear this
one.
.
That's the scoop. My only
regret is that I cannot identify myself,
which would lend complete credibility
to this letter. Instead, I prefer to keep
my position at the center, and look
Bob in the face from time to
time...and inwardly smile.
It's up to you, the University
Community to take the ball and run.
Here are the basics. Go for it!
(Name withheld by request)
1st or 2nd Floor
Finance Center
UOP

Orange Delight
HONEY BASED PIES
IMPORTED COFFEE
HERB TEAS

VISIT OUR HONEY TREAT LOCATIONS (5)
4343 Pacific Ave., Stockton, CA
next to UOP

8037 West Lane, Stockton, CA
next to Taco Bell

The New Family Fun Center • Games & Health Treats

iCOUPON:

Free Carob or Nut Topping
FREE SAMPLES
At the New
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Staff Writer

Gwenne Browne is the new head
of UOP's Center of Integrated
Studies. She's been around Pacific
for a long time and has high expec
tations for her new position.
Officially elected by the C.O.P
Council last Friday, Gwenne Browne is
now working with former head of tue
department, Roy Childs. When
school resumes in September, Browne
will begin her job.
Browne is full of new ideas to
bring students to a greater awareness
of what the center can do. The
Honors Program and the College
Scholar Program are both important
to Browne. She feels that through
these programs, students can become
more aware of their options. The
C iter of Integrated Studies can help
students
develop
independent
studies. Also, many students have
Fficulty in how to go about an in
ternship. The center provides gui
dance for students who wish to have
an internship earlier than their senior
year.
One of Browne's major concerns
is to bring the students and faculty
together. She said, "I plan on bring
ing the faculty together at the end

of this school year to get their ideas.
I need to hear interests from them."
She feels faculty input and feedback
will enhance her position a great deal.
Browne also feels that with the
new general education program,
which will begin in September, new
courses in several areas are needed.
She hopes that members of the
faculty will come together and form
team-taught courses which are
necessary for the new program.
Browne expressed, "Students can
gain enrichment if the faculty can
draw their resources in various
areas."
Browne has been associated with
Pacific for 13 years. She served six
years as chairperson of the
Philosophy department. She has also
been involved on the board of in
tegrated studies for three years.
This enthusiastic lady plans to
create an open atmosphere where
students can come for individual at
tention and guidance. She wants the
students to be aware of the honors
programs, internships and indepen
dent study programs available.
Browne stated, "Although I'm
frightened by all the paperwork, I
have wonderful plans for the center
to aid students in their upcoming
careers, and to bring students and
faculty together."
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Staff Writer

Serving UOP and the Stockton
community, Alpha Phi Omega—an
international fraternity—has been
volunteering its services since it was
re-chartered last year.
According to fraternity Vice
President Allen Wong, the basic pur
pose of the non-profit organization is
to serve the community, the school,
and the organization itself. "Our
ideals are 'Be a Leader, Be a Friend,
and Be of Service,"' said Wong.
As the largest fraternity in the
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Syphilis, the most serious of all
sexually transmitted diseases, can
develop fevers, rashes, aches, hair
loss, and eventually heart and brain
damage if left untreated.

Diseases and
symptoms

Initially, the only symptom to
appear is a painless chancre, or sore,
on the sex organs, mouth, or
elsewhere ten to 30 days after contact.
Women may not notice the sore if it
is in the vagina or on the cervix.
Treatment for gonorrhea and
syphilis uses either penicillin or an
alternative antiobiotic for penicillinallergic patients.

Of all venereal diseases,
gonorrhea is the most common and
most easily spread.
Usually, symptoms in men are
readily apparent. Painful urination
and a discharge from the penis may
appear three to nine days after sexual
contact.
Four out of five women with
gonorrhea have no symptoms, which
include vaginal discharge, painful
urination, lower abdominal pain, and
fever.
Rectal discharge may develop in
anyone who engages in anal inter
course with an infected partner, while
a sore throat may occur when oralgenital sex is practiced. Untreated,
gonorrhea can cause sterility, ar
thritis, and heart trouble.

Venereal warts, more of a
nuisance than a danger, are found on
or around the sex organs and are
spread by close physical contact. The
warts appear within one to two
months after contact. They are pink,
cauliflower-like and usually painless.
They thrive on moisture and can
be cured if the areas affected can be
kept dry.
Otherwise, cauterizing,
freezing, chemical treatment, or
surgery must be used to remove them.
Herpes, a disease noted for being
incurable, produces red painful
blisters three to six days after sexual
contact with an infected partner. The

sores come and go, and there should
be no sexual intercourse when the
blisters or sores are present.
A new drug may soon be on the
market that will help the sores go
away faster and be less painful.

Precaution
and protection
Mann describes students who
come in seeking V.D. tests as a little
uncomfortable, but unhesitant. As a
preventative precaution, she suggests
that sexually active students receive
testing regularly, since they have a
higher chance of contracting a
venereal infection. Regular testing
would also benefit many women who
might not show any symptoms.
Another reason for occasional
testing is that "people, for one reason
or another, will not want to tell the
other person," according to Mann.
A final note: the contraceptive
that can protect one from venereal
disease is a condom.
No other
method, short of abstinence, will
work.

nation, Alpha Phi Omega has
established 630 chapters throughout
the world. Wong explained that the
organization was originally founded
by people who had been previously
affiliated with the Boy Scouts of
America. The charter members, in
terested in creating a similar service
organization, thus patterned the
fraternity after the ideals and beliefs
held by the Boy Scouts of America.
Although Alpha Phi Omega is a
fraternity, Wong stressed that it is
primarily a service organization,
rather than a social one. Included in
the fraternity's philanthropies is the

National Kidney Foundation.
However, the local chapter has
been more involved in volunteer ser
vice projects, although they have
made donations to both the Veterans
of Foreign Wars and a Cerebral Palsy
Fund. Or campus, the members are
involved with the tour guide program
and COPA evaluations. Locally, the
fraternity has helped with the Victory
Run, sponsored by United Way, the
CROP run, and the Health Fair.
With a current membership of
30, the fraternity conducts both fall
and spring rush. In order to become

a member, one must participate in
four weeks of rush functions,
described by Wong as "casual gettogethers with punch and cookies."
Requirements also include a pledge
period and dues of ten dollars per
semester. Wong believes that one of
the necessary qualities for all mem
bers is "to be a sincere person, in
terested in helping to volunteer for
service."
As a charter member of the UOP
chapter, Wong is optimistic about the
future of the organization. "I see it
growing...the ideals are very ad
mirable."
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In addition to gonorrhea and
•syphilis, Mann reported 182 cases of
venereal warts. No other sexually
transmitted diseases, like Herpes
Simplex, have been diagnosed.

International Alpha Phi Omega stresses service
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Because the viruses and bacteria
have become more resistant to
penicillin, many students must now
be treated with general, slower-acting
antibiotics. Mann mentioned that
some cases this year have been a bat
tle to cure.
Although still at epidemic
proportions, incidence of venereal
disease dropped 14 percent statewide
last year.
So far this year, the
Cowell Health Center has diagnosed
82 cases of gonorrhea and one case of
syphilis.

Gwenne Browne fills
ntegrated studies post

Late fee
,or

Venereal disease, considered
by many to be easily cured, continues
to be increasingly harder to treat and
afflicts over 100,000 Californians
each year.
To inform the public about the
seriousness of sexually transmitted
diseases, the California legislature
has proclaimed April "V.D.
Awareness Month."
According to Ramona Mann,
R.N., administrative director of the
Cowell Health Center, venereal
disease "does not readily respond to
treatment anymore."

California proclaims April
VD Awareness month
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If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, American
Express would like to offer you the American Express' Card.
What are we?
Crazy?
No, confident. Confident of your future. But even more than that. We're
confident of you now. And we're proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why should you get the American Express Card now ?
Well, if you're planning a trip across country or around the world, the
American Express Card is a real help. Get plane tickets with it. Then use it for
hotels and restaurants all over the world. And, if you should need any help while
you're away, just go to any American Express Travel Service Office* wherever you
are-and they'll help out.
Of course, the Card also helps you
establish your credit history. And it's great
for restaurants and shopping right at home.
So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at your
college bookstore or on campus bulletin boards
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it.

KHF223'

•Travel Service Offices .4 American Express Company, it> subsidiaries. and Representative:

i American Express Company, 1982.
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Computer Center suffering from extreme overcrowding
9b#

**

By Laura Kuhn
Staff Writer

With no immediate plans to ex
pand the UOP computer center,
students will again be facing peak
terminal demand as spring semester
nears a close.
A solution to the problem ot
overcrowding in the computer center
has yet to be found, despite the

nnr.
passed those of UOP. Delta ;..ct
just pur
chased two of the latest computers on
the market as well as upgraded their
overall computer facilities.

codes are employed by students each
semester.
.
The 30 percent growth in users is
matched only with an 8 percent
growth in the computer services
budget for next year. With the
current 125 computer science majors
expected to reach 150 next year,
Springer says, "The program is
growing so fast we just don't have the

general feeling among students that
there is a shortage of terminals
available for their use.
According to Jerry Springer,
administrative director of Computer
Services, there will be no major ex
pansion in computer facilities despite
the 30 percent growth in the number
of people who use the center.
Financial restraints have limited
the number of computer terminals to
55, while an average of 1,000 user

COMPUTERS
(from page 1)

noted that the series 33 price tag of
between $60,000 and $70,000 tended

staff and facilities to handle it."
Calling the student overcrowding
"ridiculous," Springer indicated that
the only possible future growth would
be in the form of "satellite lab
facilities" similar to the computer lab
in the classroom building. The cost
of a new building is much too high, so
any attempt to expand would involve
the use of existing facilities.
Dr. William Topp. chairman of
the mathematics department, believes

to discourage those businesses "who
don't have access to a lot of money."
Both the HP-3000 and the HP-

that there is, "Far, far less overcrowding
then some students perceive."
He feels students use the center
at "optimal hours which are
chosen." Part of the problem is that
students like to use the center at
prime hours immediately before an
assignment is due. According to
Topp, students must become aware
of the uneven use of the computer
terminals, as well as speed up their
time on the terminals.
Topp also noted that problems
are created in a situation where a
number of users have less training
and require special needs. "We need
to work on the sophistication of the
user," he said.
In order to prevent further
congestion in the center, Springer has
suggested to Acting President Clif
ford Hand that the number of com
puter classes offered may be cut, and
teachers may be required to hold back
on assignments.
According to Springer, Acting
President Hand feels that the Univer
sity cannot afford to cut the classes.
"Cliff is aware of the problems,"
said Springer, "and he knows we
have to do something to help correct
them."
A common prblem for UOP and
many other universities is the lack of
financial support to aid in the purchase
of new computer equiptment.
Topp acknowledged that "we
continually need more facilities, and
we also must be sensitive to the need
for more computer equipment."
Springer believes that in order to keep
up with the growth in computers
more money must be put into it."
There is a possibility that Delta
College computer facilities have sur

Getting the necessary funds to
buy new equipment and improve the
existing facilities at UOP has been
difficult for both administrative and
academic computer areas.
With a budget increase of only 8
percent, administratve computer serAny conflicts that arise between
the administrative and academic
computer operations are apparently
no greater than any other area of the
University.
While the administrative area
supplies all the computer gear, gives
technical support and operates main
tenance, the academic service

— t h thee computer
c o m o u t e r lab
l a b , hires
m r e s
operates
teaching assistants, helps ge
programs ready and aids students in
"There is a good relationship
between administration and academic
said Springer. "We bend over back
wards to help the academic s •
also support them financially a lot

more than they realize."

.

Topp stated that the separation
of the administrative and academic
services provided for "a very goo
situation."
.
It appears that any changes in
the computer center would be made
with the consultation of both the
administrative and academic depart
ments. For now, though, there are no
plans for alterations, and over
crowding in the computer center
should continue at prime hours.

(from page 1)
getting rid of a professor who is not
doing a good job.
"It is difficult to lose tenure,"
Whiteker said. "One can always
have a competency hearing, but these
can be extremely difficult, and they
often end up in the courts."
"It's very hard to fire a tenured
professor," Smith agreed. "You
have to fire for cause, of course. But
for a tenured professor to be fired, it
has to be something really awful, like
sexual molestation, drunkenness in
the classroom, those kinds of
things." Smith continued, "Or
dinarily, it is very hard to get rid of a
tenured professor if he is just barely
doing his job."
There are some solutions to this
problem, but according to Smith and
Whiteker, they are usually not very
effective.
"The biggest help is peer
pressure," Smith said. "People
know in the department who is
working and who isn't. The students
certainly do."
One solution is a merit salaryincrease, which is a relatively new
concept at UOP. This means that a
professor is not given a raise unless it
is generally felt that he/she is doing a
good job. Smith added, however,

Another
approach
is
rehabilitation. This includes sending
a teacher away for a semester to visit
other schools and hopefully get
recharged in the process, or having
the instructor teach another subject.
"All of these are not always as
effective as they sound on paper,
Smith said.
And if all of this fails?
"All we can do is wait for him to
retire," he said.
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outside money we bring in." """"
Springer also commented that
that
"our main goal is to be a computer
service for the university, not a com.
puter service bureau." He admitted
that the outside revenue does heln
UOP obtain a lot more equipmen,
than they would normally be capable
of buying
An increase in the administrative
computer budget has not yet been
requested by Springer. He said he
hopes to keep the existing equipment
for the next 18 months to two years,
then start using funds to develop a
word processing center within the
computer center.
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seniors and children of all ages.
Now is the time to plan for summer, and summer is a special time at
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Calendar
May 24 to June 11
June 14 to July 16
July 19 to August 20

Face

For a detailed schedule of UOP's Special Summer Programs call
946-2424 day or night, or fill out ihe coupon below and return to:
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Summer Sessions
University of the Pacific
Stockton, CA 95211
Name_
(Please Prim)

Address.
_ State.
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university's schools and departments.
UOP's summer session provides a way to meet degree requirements,
make up deficiencies, enrich your education or learn a new subject.
Special programs are offered for elders, graduate students, high school

Intersession
First 5 weeks
Second 5 weeks
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Summer is Ihe time to take advantage of a special opportunity at Universi
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Both Smith and Whiteker agree
that tenure used to preserve freedom
of speech and is very important.
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The final question, then, seems
to be is tenure a beneficial system to
the university?

"I think generally that it is a
good system," Whiteker said.
'' However, it can be abused."
that denying a raise to a faculty
member could just serve "to make
the professor more bitter."
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125 were purchased five months ago
through University bookstore
manager Albert Warren for a 20 to 30
percent discount above list price.
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AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Spring 1983 (January 26-Ma> 5)
Port Everglades, Florida*Casablanca,
Morocco*Piraeus, Greece* Alexandria, E.gypt*
llail'a, Israel*Bombay, India*Colombo, Sri
l.anka*Manila, Philippines*Hong Kong*Keelung,
Iaiwan• Pusan. Soulh Korea*Kobe, Japan
Space still available on Sept. 8th, 1982 sailing from Seattle.
Sponsored' by the University of Pittsburgh.
More than
university courses, with in-port and voyage-related emphasis. Faculty from
University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.

djqhlhouse
"Portraits
4555 N. Pershing, space no. 7s

Stockton, CA 9S207
Opon Mon-Frl 10-6

957-13)02

Sot 10-

Optional tours including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. Semester
at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed The S.S. Universe is fully airconditioned. 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America.

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh,
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in
California call (714) 771-6590).

Slide Presentation
Thursday, May 6

12:00 noon to 3:00 p.m.
Placement Office
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other's support."
Art realized that for this world to
work we all must sacrifice something.
Being a student himself, he em
pathizes with students who are affec
ted by the cutbacks in government
support. He feels, however, that
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"My dream is to bring
the Hunger Project to
UOP."

hunger than just food.'
ge was born and raised in Stockton
has been working for UOP for
seven years. He received an AA
degree in construction from Delta
and is presently taking more classes
there.
Hoggard's appearance is decep
tive. This interviewer was surprised
that the "sweet and arnery" groundskeeper, who enjoys listening to
classical music and writing poetry,
had such a strong sense of purpose,
such a positive view of life, and
had such powerful goals and dreams.
"I share the dream of the giants of
making the world work for everyone
with no one left out," stated
Hoggard. "I have the same dream
that Martin Luther King had, the
same dream that Kennedy had, about a
world functioning on a level of par
ticipation without prejudice, whether
it be racial or job prejudice," he ad
ded.
and

students must "ride it out," that
these cutbacks are necessary now to
preserve the future.

V.
Art Hog"^ js taking responsibility for having the world
H.mrL d ?very°ne with his participation in the World
unger Project. Hoggard is a gardener at UOP.
And Hoggard is taking respon
sibility for having the world work for
everyone with his participation in the
Hunger Project, a group of people
who are attempting to end world
hunger. Hoggard declares, "My
dream was to bring the Hunger
Project to UOP. And now it's come
true. My goal is by the year 2000 to
have hunger stopped." His in
volvement in the Hunger Project
grew out of his frustration from
going to church and hearing the plea,
"Feed the poor."

"1 got so damn tired of hearing
lip service and giving money and not
knowing where the money went," he
remembered. "So I got into
something where I was 'doing.' I
wanted to do something. That's why
I've focused primarily on hunger,
because that's something we can do
something about." Art participates
monthly with the Hunger Project
Enrollment Team as a team leader.
He supports other Hunger Project

952-0421 - 9r<)429

"There's been a change; the
people who have been stepped on are
rising up and saying, 'don't step on
me.' And those who have done the
stepping are realizing-'Hey, I'm
sorry.' People are starting to under
stand each other. That's my
philosophy. We should understand
each other. We need to learn to sup
port each other. We need to learn that
we need each other. In the Hunger
Project, for instance, we need each

Art Hoggard may have deceptive
appearances, but his thoughts, his in
tentions, and his heart are genuine
and true. His purpose in making a
different in the world is evident after
spending a few minutes talking with
him. Specifically, his purpose is en
ding world hunger. But he added,
"There's a lot more hunger than just
food. There's the hunger for
education, for love, for affection, for
time."
Finally, Art suggests ways for
others to make a difference. "Open
your eyes. Open your ears. And just
listen. And take a good look. And
then you decide what you want to
do."

PALACE BEAUTY SUPPLY

ALL YOUR NAIL CARE & BEAUTY NEEDS

Wendy Tolson: Sophomore;C.O.P.
"I was out with friends one night, and I
stayed the night at their house. My mom
called the next morning, and my roommate told
her that I was out jogging. She finally called
back at noon and said, "That sure was a long
jog!"

1 7 2 2 W. Hammer Lane
Phone 951-8102

Bill Pyzel: Senior; Engineering.
"They \fere going to throw me out of
high school for drugs, and I told her I was
framed! It was a set-up! I was at the wrong
place at the wrong time! She beat me up
anyway!"
Dr. Dougherty: chairman of economics dept.
"I told her that I never did any drugs as
a college student."
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William Brown: mathematics professor.
^
"I told her I was going to a friend's
house when I ended up at some French film
starring Brigette Bardot. And...by the way,
all Brigette Bardot look-alikes are welcome at
my office!"

m

m m

Steve Czekela: Senior; C.O.P.
"How I thrashed the car. I told her tha
I was at this party and some bombed gir
backed into it. Actually, I ran over a curb,
hit a pole and then hit a tree.

Charlie Powne: Junior; SBPA.
"Those are tomato plants!"
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PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY PRODUCTS
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The best in Hair Styling for men
women. Nine professional hair stvlis

By Alex Goddard
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members so tly can enroll others:
He also contriites money monthly
toward ending Inger.
Art Hoggd is a simple man,
yet what he says compassionate and
profound. He prlaims, "The world
is finally turning) revolve to where
we need each ojr. I have to be
responsible for yc and you have to
be responsible fome. At work 1
support my bosses,nd in turn, they
support me.

Stockton lliltoiLiite 7
Gra id Cannivd.

"What was the last
great lie you told your
mother?"

ay

Spartan luches like this one are not 8lways the order
of the dsyfor many Americuns. Art Hoggard wonders
why, and thks food can be spread around more evenly.
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HEWLETT-PACKARD'S FULL-LINE OF
PROFESSIONAL PROBLEM-SOLVERS.

For Business...For Science...For Engineering

[CHS1
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Discover the HP-11C Advanced Scientific
Programmable. For quick answers to your
problems in rscience, math, or engineering,
depend, on its:
. j ,,
• Programming Capability
• Extensive Scientific Function Set
• Continuous Memory
• Rugged Construction

Compound Interest, Bond Yields, Deprecia
tion, and more...at the touch of a key.
;
'
PLUS
• Shirt-Pocket Portability
• Programming Power
• Continuous Memory
• Dependable Performance
• From Hewlett-Packard!

HEWLETT
PACKARD

THE MOST POWERFUL
PERSONAL CALCULATOR
HEWLETT-PACKARD HAS
YET DESIGNED. IT
CAN EASILY HANDLE
MASSES OF DATA TO
SOLVE BIG PROBLEMS
QUICKLY-FROM STOCK
& BOND EVALUATION TO
ENGINEERING DESIGN.
WE CARRY A FULL
^ :
•
LINE OF ACCESSORIES^ _ FOR HEWLETT-PACKARO.SHARP. _
AND TEXAS INSTRUMENT CALCULATO
,
.
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Review by Dean starnes

It's nothing to get

"The Voice"speaksout at UOP; all fired up about
Blanc delights happy crowd
TL«t r<Vis>m«r tVia tVirr

n

"In teaching kids how to
create voices, I tell them to see the
animal, for example, a little kitten,
and wonder how would that kitten
talk if it could talk. He's very tiny,
so you have to give him a small
voice. You tighten up your throat
and make him sound very small. A
hippopotamous, on the other
hand, is a big character in the
water and sounds kind of watery.
I used to practice these voices when
I was driving around and people
thought I was nuts."
Pacifican: Have you seen the con
tent of cartoons change over the
span of your career?
Blanc: "Yes. The story depar
tment used to be so great. Warner
didn't care what they'd spend to
have a good story department.
Nowadays they get almost
anybody and anything to put
together a story. I'm afraid they
are not as hep as the kids used to
be. Cartoons used to use modern
expressions that were way ahead of
their time. Some of the writers are
very good, but the good ones I
guess they can't afford to hire.
Just like they can't afford to do
full animation."
Pacifican: Do you believe that
there should be a message in car
toons for youngsters?
Blanc: "No, they tried to do that
message-with-a-moral thing, and it
laid flat, flat as a pancake. The
kids want to laugh, and they can't
laugh at a moral. They get enough
morals in school. No, they like to
enjoy themselves. Another thing
I'd like to talk about—people say
'Why such violence?' What do
they mean by violence? Wile E.

By Mike Bross
Entertainment Editor

Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck,
Tweety Bird, and Speedy Gonzales
(along with many of their friends)
all came to UOP Wednesday as
Mel Blanc, the voice of these
characters, spoke to an attentive
audience at the Conservatory.
Blanc spoke for over an hour
and a half, taking breaks to show
three Looney Tunes/Warner
Brothers classic cartoons: Bugs
Bunny in Knighty, Knight Bugs,
Tweety Bird and Sylvester in Birds
Anonymous and Speedy Gonzalez
in Speedy Gonzalez.
Earlier in the afternoon, Blanc
consented to give an exclusive in
terview
to The Pacifican.
Pacifican: Are you doing voices
for current cartoons?
Blanc: "Yes, in fact I'm busier
now than I've ever been before.
Speaking at colleges is like a
vacation. When I get home they
really put me to work. There's
now a current crop of Looney
Tunes, Hanna Barbera, Flintstones and The Jetsons in the
works."
Pacifican: What process do you
go through when taping the
voices?
Blanc: "The voice is always
done first. They draw to the voice.
Most people think it's the other
way around. But if it was the other
way around—to do voice to a pic
ture, it would be almost impossible
to synchronize it right."
Pacifican: Would you explain a
bit about your background? Did
you ever have any formal voice
training?

//

What's up. Doc? Mel Blanc, the creator of over 400 car
toon voices, ranging from Bugs Bunny to Barney Rubble,
spoke at the Conservatory Wednesday
Blanc: "No, I never had any for
mal voice training. Actually, as a
kid, I did many different dialects.
I used to learn these from the
people who spoke them. I didn't
use their voice, just their dialect."
Pacifican: Were these neigh
borhood voices that you heard?
"Yes.
I learned the
Blanc:
Chinese language from a guy who
had a lottery place up in Portland.
For the Japanese dialect I went to
one of those Japanese fruit
markets."
Pacifican: Did you have set
characters going into the business?

Blanc: "No, they showed me a
character—a still drawing of
what's going to be in the cartoon.
Then they showed me a story
board saying what the character is
going to do throughout the pic
ture. And from that I had to
create the voice. Like with Bugs
Bunny, they said he was a "tough
little stinker."
So I thought,
'Which-was the toughest voice in
the United States? Either Brooklyn
or the Bronx.' So I put the two of
them together, Doc, to get the
voice for Bugs." [Spoken in Bugs'
voice].

Quest for Fire
Directed by Jean-Jacques Annaud

(see BLANC, page 1 4)

"The tribe who possessed fire*
possessed life," begins the prologue
To Quest for Fire, a kind of an
thropological science-fantasy J
the Plaza Cinemas. It is a good but
rather sallow film, sprinkled with in
teresting moments but not gooa
enough to spend your time and
mnnev on in these final-exam days.
Once

the prologue
informs us of
IU U

unce tne P ' <=

..

the importance of fire to th^ tribes
of primate-like humans 80,000 years
ago,
are treated
agvjj we
w v uiv
uv»v— to
— a very
^ - violent

battle between two warring tribes.
This includes many unnecessary shots
of bloody, dead humans, a taste of all
the raw meat yet to come that An
naud features throughout the film, as
if to remind us what kind of creatures
we're dealing with here. The tribes
are given names in the credits that
cannot be discovered by watching the
film, nor can be easily pronounced.
The first two sound like the
Vagabond tribe and the Shazzam
tribe, and the latter drives the for
mer away from their campsite,
leaving them without fire.
As cherubim sing heavenly
background "ahs," the tribe finds it
self stranded on an islet, electing a
party of three to go out and find fire.
The three are Noah, Amonkey, and
Gauze (played by Everett McGill,
Ron Perlman, and Nameer El-Kadi,
respectively).
These three find themselves: up
a tree; facing a tribe of cannibals;
failing at everyday tasks like picking
up fruits (even for primates, they're
not very bright); persuading wild
elephants to be their allies by feeding
them grass, and getting in various
fights with the locals. They meet a
girl named Icky (played by Rae Dawn
Chong, and not a beauty by any
means), a member of the Nike tribe.

They show the three pioneers how
make fire by rubbing two stj L
together. Slow at first to catch a e
they do bring the welcomed fire h '
to the tribe (who is now getting
and tired of eating out of cans). "
TM Lntiitaan in n 1,1.. J _ r 1
In between is a kind of love
between Noah and Icky and a littuj!,'
of animal-like sex (including the'
vention of the missionary positin"!
just in case the violence jwaJ
enough for an "R" rating. tC'
11
also
comedy: the
also some
some comcuy.
tne creatu^
sometimes get fruit dropped on tw

^ ^
PP on th«r
an antic
'«ds
w
hilarious, but others fails to
vaudeville possibilities in
stranded up a tree by some lioruf th!
trio eats leaves to pass the time, '
dissolve later, the branches ate
revealed to be bare as a comic in.
dication of the time passage.
By far the most beautiful fiim to
depict early man in primate stage
(which I'm surprised hasn't brought
about more reaction in these days of
the so-called "evolution vs. creation"
debate), the cinematography is qujte
nicely done, especially in the many
landscape scenes, where Annaud uses
Panavision to, his best advantage,
The fight scenes are also nicely
photographed, though vicious,
Special makeup designs using
prostheses create a very real-looking
primate that makes it hard to imagine
that they're actually ordinary actors
underneath.
This film may have something to
offer the adventure-film fan or the
lover of anthropology. For others,
there is general interest and some
amusing scenes. As I stated before,:
however, I don't believe that Quest for
Fire is worth $4.50, especially since!
the time is arriving when finals are
approaching, papers are due, etc. If
you have an interest in it anyway,
then see the $2 matinee; if not, skip it.
You won't be missing much.

3
[k/len

gasoline.
If time were speeded up so that
each day contained one million years,
each minute would be equivalent to
695 years and each second to 11
years and 7 months. At this pace, the
change of the seasons, the annually
varying coloration of the globe, and
the spread and retreat of the polar ice
fields would become invisible. Totally
new patterns would emerge. The drif
ting of the continents, building of
mountains, erosion of sea shores,
eruption and disappearance of
volcanic islands, and spreading of
deserts would become dominant
features.
America and Europe would
move apart at a steady, majestic pace.
India would slowly shrink as it con
tinued to thrust up into the main
body of Asia. Ice Ages would grow and
contract in a period of hours. Men's
lives would last about six seconds.
Earth would be seen to quiver and
shake as its face continuously
changed like a-living cell.
The distance between the

wingtips of a Boeing 747 is longer
than the first flight made by the
Wright Brothers.
Common influenza, or flu, has
produced ten major and 20 minor
pandemics in the last 250 years. The
greatest known flu pandemic lasted
fifteen months during 1918-19 and
took between 20 and 40 million livesmore than all those killed in the four
years of the First World War. It in
fected at least one-fifth of the total
human population of the time.
McDonald's has sold some 25
billion hamburgers since the company
started. If stacked, they would make
20 piles the height of the Sears Tower
in Chicago. The worldwide chain has
sold enough milkshakes to fill every
gas tank in America.
American
scientists
are
developing "non food" items that
look and taste just like real food, but
cannot be absorbed by the human
body. The idea of "non food" is that
compulsive eaters will be able to
devour large portions of their favorite
dishes without putting on an ounce.

IBM has produced a pen
designed to prevent the forging of
signatures. The pen includes an "accelerometer," which records the
muscular spasms in your hand when
you are writing; this recording can
then be transferred onto paper as a
squiggle on a graph. Everyone
displays a unique pattern of
muscular spasms when signing his or
her name, which is impossible for a
forger to reproduce with the IBM
pen. So, it's not what you write but
how you write it that shows whether
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the signature if forged or genuine.
The
modern
master of 11
defrauding welfare officers is Antonio Moreno, also known as the
King of Kiddology. In the early |
1970's he invented three thousand
children for himself over a period o(
several years, and extracted thirty
million francs from the French social
security system. He then successfully
evaded the authorities and now lives j |
happily in his native Valencia, Spain,
from which he cannot be extradited.
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facts—from Doggydent
to elephant knees

autograph.
Geoloscopy is the technical term
Teddy, a Great Dane who
for predicting the future by a person's
worked for Mack Sennett, could,
manner of laughing.
without any help, fill a kettle, light a
Sound-activated dog collars,
stove,
make coffee and sweep the
which give their animals an electric
iloor~all for forty dollars a week.
shock when they bark, are for sale
Among the more unusual dolls
under such brand names as Wuf-Eproduced by American toy manufac
Nuf and No Bark Collar. They
turers is Tuesday Taylor, a bikinied
sometimes give shocks strong enough
doll that gets a suntan in a minute
to burn a dog's neck, and can be
when you put her under the light. The
triggered by inappropriate noises
color lasts for an hour, then fades.
such as hand-clapping, cars hooting
Cold-blooded animals such as
or another dog barking.
reptiles and fish do not dream, but
A San Francisco dentist, Dr. Ur
warm-blooded ones, including
sula Dietrich, has invented a tooth
mammals and birds, do. By studying
paste for dogs called Doggydent,
rapid eye movements (REMs) during
which tastes of beef and sells for five
sleep-which in humans is a sure sign
dollars a tube.
of dreaming-French physiologist
Pekinese dogs are very rare in
Michel Jouvet found that animals in
1 Peking.
variably dream more when they are
Stan, the first dog in Spain to
younger. Animals like calves and
wear contact lenses, was knocked
foals, which can fend for themselves
down by a car and killed the day after
immediately after birth, dream more
the fitting while crossing a road near
in the womb and less after being born
Bilbao.
Dogs who frequently travel on than do animals like kittens and
human babies, which are dependent
the buses and trams of the Hague, the
on parental care.
Dutch capital, can hold a young per
The elephant is the only animal
son's season ticket. All they need is
with four knees.
an identity card with their photo,
Adults in industrial societies
name and owner's name.
consume about 2.4 kilowatts of
So many American dog-lovers
energy in all forms, including food,
asked for the paw print of Gerald
every day, which is the equivalent of
Ford's retriever, Patsy, that a rubber
stamp was used to sign the dog's energy from seven gallons of
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A taste of trivia byCheryl L Darby
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ROCK INTO SPRING
ON MAY DAY

Tubbing in Stockton
R

° 12 Outdoor Tubs in a patio/garden
setting
° All private facilites surrounded by
redwood fencing
° Cabana changing area w showers
° Mon. • Thurs.f4.00 per person
Fri. -|Sun. ,5.00 r per person

I I t I I t

This is your invitation to
warm up on a cold night
or
make a big splash during the Rain
100 off per person with student
body card. Mon. - Thurs. only.
A Family Health & Relaxation Center

t . ..II
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Humps celebrates MAY DAY
May 1, 1982
9 p.m. -1 a.m.
Live music by the
"How Badly Brothers'

Happy Hour all night
...come party with Humps

4419 Pacific Ave. Stockton

No alcoholic beverages
No one under 18 allowed without Parents

"
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American Family Sauna & Tub

477-TUBS
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Venetian Square
March & Pershing
^

957-4322
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Karen s Comments
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor
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Pacific TnishedThe

the only team to defeat the even-

The following is a game by game breakdown: in game one, the

? n r V i " n 1 t W1 J i m R°SS getting t h e goal> assisted by
Dalton Dee Duval. In game two, a goal by Roberto Sanchez, with an
[Ion* '^natography ;/„®
assist by Duval, gave Pacific a 1-1 tie with Cal. During the third eame
^ "P^y in the1 UOP s concentration broke slightly and they fell to Santa Clara 2-0 '
UOP came back in game four winning 1-0 on a goal by Duval defeatine
San Jose (who in the fall had defeated Pacific 10-0) The Tigers'
dedicated training and preparation these past few months has clearly
paid off and their commitment to improvement was obvious
"We tended to raise some eyebrows," said senior team captain Greg
"Cricket" Odell. "We surprised a lot of people and I think it was
rSL??? a veD real-1
definitely a step in the right direction."
makes 11 hard toir
r".
According to Head Coach Bruce Spaulding, "It [the tournament]
C
aC,tMny
ordina
eJth
ry actors
was the first time things worked out such that we were rewarded for
playing well as a team. The players' maturity has developed well. Last
>" film may have something
year we were a team of freshmen, but now we've developed into a team
he Adventure-film fan 7™
of college players."
anthropology. For others
neral interest and some
As any good wine gets better with age and time, so is the team fer
nes As I stated before,
, I lon't believe that Quest fcr menting.
The Stanford tourney, though, has not been their only indication of
^ Iff
'h W -50, especially since
good
things to come. Two other tournaments (this time indoor) that
arriving when finals me
proceededthe
fall season, one in December played in Santa Cruz, and
g, papers are due, etc. 1[
another at Humboldt in February, are writing on the wall that UOP
interest in it anyway,
men's soccer is working towards becoming the "team to beat" rather
52 matinee; if not, skipit.
than the team that can be beaten.
pn't be missing much,
In Santa Cruz, Pacific fielded two teams with both teams going all
the way to the finals in their respective brackets, one bracket being the
winners' and the other consolation bracket. Though both of the fiveman teams lost in the finals, they showed great promise.
At Humboldt's eight-team tourney, UOP had the best overall record
with 3-1-1, but because of the elaborate point system used, other teams
were given varying points for wins, losses, ties, goals for, goals against,
and for point spreads. Overall, Pacific finished in fifth place. The
Tigers, though were the team everyone wanted to beat, and UOP's Duval
scored the most of any individual player with approximately 15 goals.
jed or genuine.
Not only has the team done well in gaining recognition since the
fall season, but a few individuals received special post-season honors for
master of
rn
their performance last fall. Odell and sophomore Theo Bennett and
e officers is &
freshman Bruce Scarcia were All-League honorable mention picks.
so known as ®
Duval, a sophomore transfer student, was named to the second team Allay. In the early
League. All-Far West selections were Bennet, Odell, and Duval. Two
three thou*
standout players, OdeU and Bennett were named Ail-American honorable
IfoverapenJ
mention. There's no doubt that the team possesses much talent. Better
d extracted tW
yet, they're young, for the most part. The Tigers lose only two seniors
n the French so*
this season, Odell and Dale Easter. Odell has contributed much to the
e then success*
program during his four years while growing as a player himselt. par
ities and oo«
ticularly the last two years, providing leadership by word and deed,c Valencia. Pj
To strengthen UOP's depth, Spaulding has signed three: highi school
not be extradited'
players with other possible recruits waiting in the wmgs.Thethreetha
have confirmed are Juan Vazquez, Hector Molina, and Luis Poiras, all
from Watsonville High School in Watsonville, Ca., which went as far as
the semi-finals in CIF playoffs.
MKb Wanderers
Porras scored 20 goals as a junior from the ^or7^to?he Tieers^n
senior year he played the midfield, and should be an asset to the Tigers
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NFL draft

Merriweather in 3rd,
Harmon in 8 th round

Mike Merriweather, a 6'3", 215pound outside linebacker, was draf
ted by the Pittsburgh Steelers
Tuesday in the third round of the
NFL draft.
He became UOP's
highest pick since 1975 when the
Green Bay Packers selected Willard
Harrel in the third round, also.
Merriweather was the 70th player
chosen.
Merriweather's teammate, Kirk
Harmon, a 6'3", 235-pound inside
linebacker was the 206th selection
overall, being selected by the Min
nesota Vikings in the eighth round.
Quarterback Grayson Rogers, a
6'4", 215-pounder from Bakersfield,
Ca., reportedly signed with the Seat
tle Seahawks yesterday as a free
agent.
"I was pretty happy and a little
surprised," said Merriweather of his
selection. "I always expect the worst
so that I won't be disappointed." In
reference to Pittsburgh, he remarked,
"I'll play on any team in the NFL,
but I'm glad that it was a team like

Pittsburgh because
tradition."
Merriweather, a

of

their

native of

Kirk Harmon
Vallejo, Ca., will attend an orien
tation for four to five days beginning
today. Later he will attend a mini-

camp at the end of May, where he
says he will be "tested" on what he
learned at orientation.
"I'd like to thank all the people
who prayed for me, and ask them to
keep on praying for me," added
Merriweather.
It was predicted by many that
Harmon would go in the first six
rounds, but Harmon looks at the
situation realistically.
"I'm glad that I was drafted,"
said Harmon. "It's an honor to be
drafted.
Now I'll just work on
staying in shape and hope to make the
team," he added.
Chances for Merriweather to
make the Pittsburgh team as a
linebacker looks good. The Steelers
traded Dennis "Dirt" Winston for a
draft pick, and long-time star Jack
Ham has retired. Of the remaining
four, only one, Zack Valentine, is less
than 26 years old.
If Harmon, a Burbank, Calif,
native makes his way onto the Viking
roster, he'll have the opportunity to

play in the newly-constructed
Metrodome.
Other possible free agents are of-

Mike Merriweather

fensive tackle Kurt Hout, quarter
back Harley Miller, defensive back
Stan Shibata, and tight end Paul
Schreiner.

When a good friend borrows
your car,the tank may not come backfull.
But the trunk does.
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EARN UP TO $11,000
IN COLLEGE.
|„ the Arm, toe
four years of college tor work'"8 ? two summers of traina month and two weeks a yeai , p ^ ^ a b()nus Gf up to
uj£ '
ing at an Army
f r graduation, you'll have
$4 000 toward your tuition Aire g ^
a valuable skill and work experience.

When you get paid back with interest like
this, it sort of makes you wish he'd borrow
— things more often.
Open up a few cold ones and toast a guy
who really knows how to return a
. favor.
Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

BEASi:

962714!
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Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
'w
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Softball takes 2 games, 1 st place
The second game proved to be
By Laura Kuhn
even more exciting than the first.
UOP pulled out a 5-4 victory as
Staff Writer
Allmendinger and Flores teamed up
to allow only eight hits and to strike
The UOP Lady Tiger softball
out five. Laura Stubbs had a triple
team swept a doubleheader from
and three RBI's, while Becky Sut
Fresno State Tuesday, avenging their
tmann singled twice and drove in two
only previous loss in league play, and
runs.
putting them in first place by one
Last weekend UOP took third
game.
place in the Cal-Berkeley Tour
The Tigers pulled out two close
nament with a 2-2 record.
games, 1-0 and 5-4. Pitcher Shelly
Flores pitched the Tigers to vic
Allmendinger won both games,
receiving relief help from Theresa tory in their first game against the
University of Utah. In the 3-0 win,
Flores who got the save in the second
Flores gave up only four hits and
game.
Allmendinger has allowed
struck out six, while Stubbs and Jenonly two earned runs over the entire
nae Lambdin provided the Tiger of
season, and her record stands at 17-0.
fense.
In the first game UOP could
UOP then lost to Cal 4-0, with
manage only four hits, two by Barby
Suttmann. Allmeninger beat Fresno Flores taking the loss. The only
bright spot for the Tigers was Anna
State pitcher Wendy Ward by giving
up just three hits to the Fresno bat Ulloa's hitting a single and a triple.
ters.

UOP football vs. Alumni
Football's 1982 Tigers will
take on the UOP alumni, Saturday
at 10 a.m. in Pacific Memorial
Stadium.
The game will consist of four
12-minute quarters, with no kickoffs or punt returns to minimize
the possibility of injuries. The
Tiger alums will be coached by
former St. Mary's High School
Coach Duane Isetti. They will be
trying to avenge a 52-0 trouncing
last spring.
For Head Coach Bob Toledo,
it will be an opportunity to
evaluate his prospects.
"Obviously, this game gives
us a chance to come together as a
team and wear the same color jer
seys for a change," smiled Toledo.
"But it's also an opportunity for
us to see some of our less experien
ced and new players in a gametype situation."

The game is also expected to
be more competitive this season
because it will be shorter, and the
alumni team will consist of more
recent graduates. Scheduled to be
on the alumni roster are quarter
back Harley Miller, wide receiver
George Harrison, and defensive
backs Terry Thomas, Stan Shibata
and Darryl Ragland, all seniors in
1981.
Cost of the game is $2 for
adults and $1 for children.
Tickets are available at the UOP
Athletic Ticket Office. Following
the game there will be a barbecue
on Knoles Field.
Saturday's alumni game was
originally scheduled to wind up ac
tivities for the spring for the
Tigers, but due to rainouts, the
team still has four days of practice
left.

ENGINEERING
STUDENTS
If you're an engineering student, you may
qualify for a scholarship worth over $11,000!
The United States Air Force is offering scholar
ships that pay over $900 a month to students
majoring in aeronautical, architectural, civil,
electrical, or nuclear engineering. You may
qualify if you are a U.S. citizen, have a 2.5+
GPA, and are within 18 months of graduation.
Upon graduation you will attend Officer Train
ing School to receive your commission as an
Air Force officer! To find out more about this
fantastic opportunity contact

SSgt Wayne Mabry

(916)635-9618

SFartutv
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Embassador
cRobert
cWhite
'•Wednesday, °May 5th
UOP Conservatory
8 p.m.
ASUOP Cardholders - Free
General - $3

Playing Utah in the loser's
bracket for the right to meet Cal for
the championship, UOP's offense fell
apart and the Tigers lost the game 10.
Theresa Flores gave up three hits
to Utah batters, the only run coming
on a back-to-back triple and single in
the second inning.
Flores was
relieved by Kelly Mayer, who allowed
only one hit through the final five in
nings. The one run was enough for
Utah to win, as UOP managed to
scatter their five hits.,
The Tigers are 36-10 on the
season, 14-1 in Nor-Cal league play.
The most important games of the
season for UOP will be played today
at 1:30 p.m. against Cal at the Lodi
Softball complex. The winner of
these games will be in the best
position to capture the league cham
pionship.

Women's BB
signs top stars

Head Coach Mark French had
set the goal of obtaining depth i„
"big girls" for '82's crop of Ladv
Tiger basketball players. Last week
French signed two 6'1" forwards L
pd
well as a 5'6" point guard.
"We've gotten three good kids
that will give 100 percent," said French
is 500
"They
come
from wfnnin, saclie5,
played; tribe, t
programs, and all have good at
titudes. It's been an outstanding
u
recruiting year," he added.
The first of the trio is SheUie ,aching
1>S Ve bee°
Linden, a 5*6" point guard from
itef..
must
i tn
th<'
Grass Valley, Ca. She s a three-timc " th, il " free.
#inn from
ifice
All-League (Sierra-Foothill League) Jn
nce its ad°PllnS mod«rr
selection, as well as '81-'82
India0*'
Ever
'81-*82 LeaJ
League ^Ever
Eas
MVP and All Nor-Cal. Her senior sorth A
f,
year she shot for an average of 23
J? But io.'^Jwes. A")
points per game, averaged seven
1 U|W
rebounds and eight assists. Linden
also played in the Sacramento Op.
con
Becky Suttmann (6) singled and drove in two runs Tuesday
,fUOP.
is more
timist All-Star Game during her
in a 5-4 UOP victory.
senior year and led her school to the
ibini°8
and
sectional tournament. She was
Nevada Union High School's Outstanding Female Athlete during her
<ins crisp a°d a. eXhaustingfreshman, sophomore and junior
A
fine
five-hit
pitching
perfor
the sixth inning enroute to the 8-3
year.
„ ,
mance by Rick Paulsen in the second
The next of the group is Janet
decision.
game was not enough as the Tigers
Offensively, catcher Brian Raust
Whitney, a 6'1" forward out of
5 yards in 1'°""
dropped a 1-0 decision to Sonoma.
had three hits while third baseman
Fresno High School in Fresno, Ca. fw'0' g0als
Although Paulsen allowed only
Vic Madden had two hits, both
She was a three-time All-League ld lines' are
crease. Of
five hits, Pacific could muster just
choice in the North Yosemite League, .iameter circle cane
doubles.
lowed jn th
four hits in the loss.
In Sunday's action, UOP
and League MVP her senior year, as osjng players are no
^ ^ ofte
Monday
afternoon
UOP
traveled to Sonoma State where they
well as All Nor-Cal. She led her team ,ea much to the
traveled to the University of San
split a doubleheader. The Tigers won
into the sectional tournament in '81- passed goaliesplaycl
the first game 6-4 and Sonoma came Francisco, where they defeated the
'82, while averaging 24 points per * The action is conu „ the har
Dons in a wild contest, 13-11.
back to win the second game 1-0.
game, pulling down 16 rebounds, and ,thelO-man teams c=-- ^
Five people associated with UOP
The first game saw UOP score
six steals.
-ubber
ball in ,the
^ w)(
jbber oau
were ejected from the game—Head
three sixth-inning runs while team
The third of UOP's recruits is a. and Dass it back and
Coach
John
Picone,
infielders
Rob
captain Jay Wagner put on a oneJanet Otto, a 6'1" forward out of SfspSXS'nTonc.
Brzezinski and Madden, and finally
man show to lead Pacific to the 6-4
Kimberly High School in Combined
two parents.
win.
Locks, Wise. She was also a threeWith 29 hits in the game (UOP
Usually a shortstop, Wagner saw
time All-League pick (Fox Valley
work on the mound as he relieved 16, USF 13) and late Tiger rallies
providing the win, the game was Association), as well as honorable
starting pitcher Mark Cipres and pit
mention All-State in her junior year,
hardly dull.
ched 6V3 scoreless innings, allowing
and first team All-State in her senior
The
main
assaulters,
offensively,
just two hits.
year. She led her team to the runnerBy Karen Komsak
Besides being the winning pit for the Tigers were in the middle of
up spot in the state in '81-'82 while
the
UOP
order.
The
three,
four
and
Sports Editor
cher, Wagner also led the offense
averaging 20 points per game and 12
five
hitters
(Wagner,
Pat
MacFarlane
with two hits.
rebounds. She was also nominated to
and Madden) combined for nine of
After getting a taste of Divisioi
Pacific's 16 hits. Outfielders Steve the Converse High School All- ten's collegiate soccer at UO
American Team, and was All-League
Green and Jody Scott had two hits
(ophomore transfer Dalton "Dei
in volleyball during her junior and luval made the decision to go all I
each.
Greg Unger was the winning pit senior years.
Also expected to join UOP are iay in soccer—someday playii
cher, and Cipres got the save.
two
walk-ons: freshman Betsy tofessionally.
UOP is now 17-28 overall in the
This year I first realized it
Donovan from Oakmont, a 6' for
second half. .
iys Duval of his desire to go pro.
5'11"
forward
Wednesday Pacific dropped a 9- ward/center and
v-»
Barbara Hoefle, a junior
junior college
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mind
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Baseball hosts UNR, beer day this weekend
By Paul Vakay
Staff Writer

Tiger baseball will try to improve
its second-half league record this
weekend as the team prepares for a
three-game homestand against the
Nevada-Reno Wolfpack.
The Tigers, currently possessing
a 3-7, second-half league record, are
scheduled for a 7:30 single game
tonight
and
a doubleheader
tomorrow starting at noon.
Tomorrow's doubleheader features
25-cent Beer Day. Student admission
is free with ASUOP card.
Last Friday the Tigers enter
tained Hawaii, the nation's numberthree ranked team, and came away
with an 8-3 loss.
Although pitcher Ron DuHamel
had a no-hitter going after four in
nings, the Rainbows burst forth with
six runs in the fifth and two more in
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Lacrosse erebirth of an age-old sport
By Rick Jeffery
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She wis
clwi
1

5"!he t^STvSLf, *

•ml l eague MVP her seni^ 8Ue'
* ell «« All Nor-Cal. She led k^'11
Into the sectional tournament in?
rhile •waging 24 points pet
psi"*ng down 16 rebounds,]

is neither a French
L0W ski, a delicate French pastry,
t "the crosier carried at ceremonies
y a bishop as a symbol of pastoral
jfice." H is an exciting, fast-moving
^ sport of unique style and skill.
Today's lacrosse players and
oaches often romanticize the game
je Indians played. With up to a
jousand players per tribe, goals 500
,ards to several miles apart, sidelines
caching far into the countryside, and
jntests lasting up to three days in
!ngth, it must have been savage,
[tagnificent, free.
Ever since its adoption from the
(orth American Indians, modern
acrosse has mainly been an East
Coast game. But in the past decade
; been on the rise in the West. And
1974, lacrosse came to rest upon
i,e grounds of UOP.
Modern lacrosse is more coni, combining the best elements of
ootball, hockey, soccer, and basket. The hitting is hard and clean, the
jassipg crisp and accurate, the runiing exhilarating and exhausting.
The game is played on an area
omewhat larger than a football field,
[wo goals set 15 yards in from the
:nd lines* are within an 18-foot
liameter circle called the crease. Oplosing players are not allowed in this
irea, much to the relief of the often
arassed goalies.
The action is continuous. Players
in the 10-man teams cradle the hard
ubber ball in the webbing of their
ticks and pass it back and forth with
mazing speed and precision. Once a
Lacrosse

The |third of UOP'j recruits is
•
larv p>"o. > 6'I" forward outoi
Klvr berlv High School in Combined
toe k». Wise. She was also a three
ttnw
• All league pick (Fox Valley
t«<xt«lk>n), as well as honorable
tentlon All-State in her junior year,
IKI first team All-State in her senior
mr. She led her team to the runnerBy Karen Komsak
p spot in the state in '81-'82 wit
Sports Editor
veraging 20 points per game and 12
>unds
She
was
also
nominated
to
rtlx
After getting a taste of Division I
t h < Converse High School Allnen's
collegiate soccer at UOP,
An rican Team, and was All-Leapt ophomore transfer Dalton "Dee"
In tllcyball during her junior and
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When asked why their team is so
small, Turner explained, "Lack of

the early 1900's. College camouse?

I

and
/ohl! HoY?k University, Cornell
nn;„?"H°Pklns c™sid" lacrosse a

E:
there.'"
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Youngsters as

E> i
,; grade schools, high
Dkked thC° 868 and clubs have
Up"
And in
theeampf
^
tne game found
its way
to UOP. 1974
Eight years ago a couple preDschool grads from back east brought
rjf_fame to our campus," says Jay
Heefner, a team member. "As a
school possessing many charac
teristics of a typical Eastern school,
OP seemed a prime place to start up
a lacrosse team."
In its short history, UOP
lacrosse has done fairly well. Suppor
ted and organized by the players
themselves, a demanding ten-game
schedule requires much hard work
and time.
£)ur season runs from January
to mid-May. And with opponents con
sisting of Berkeley, Stanford and
UCLA, we are forced to practice five
days a week," explains Heefner.

coach and

PlaY at the same

reSPeM one Med' iu"

The UOP athletic department is
all tor helping the team out. In fact,
they supplied the team with $400 this
season.
But
recognizing the
lacrosse program as a varsity sport
would mean a much heavier financial
outlay. A full-time coach, part-time
trainer, equipment, and traveling
C°uiS are a ^ew SUCI1 expenses. The
athletic department simply doesn't
have the money.
However, not all hope is lost. In
the past eight years financial support
from the school, recognition from the
Northern California Lacrosse Asso
ciation, and recent acceptance into
. the NCAA rankings have been but a
few of the accomplishments UOP
lacrosse has achieved.
"Acquiring a coach simply

Triathalon Sunday; softball

represents another hurdle on our path
to a more structured and organized
team," says Heefner. Lacrosse is
played for the love of the game and
its skills. And as long as this feeling
remains among our players, we will
have a team. How good a team
remains to be seen. A coach would
definitely be an asset."
Lacrosse has come a long way.
Although players no longer wear
breechcloths and decorative paint,
the object of the game remains the
same: to score goals.
The Tigers got on the winning
track last week with a 14-5 trouncing
over Sacramento State.
The win marked the first time
UOP was able to put together a
potent offense and a strong defense
for a victory, bringing their recored
to 1-6.
Tomorrow, the team will travel
to Berkeley to face the Cal Bears in a
10 a.m. match, and will close their
season at Stanford next Saturday at 2
p.m.
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Juval made the decision to go all the
(ay in soccer—someday playing
irofessionally.
This year I first realized it,"
ays Duval of his desire to go pro. "I
lever really realized it before."
With that goal in mind, Duval
ecently tried out (by invitation) for
U.S. Amateur National team,
fter surviving approximately six
ays' worth of try-outs and four
ounds of cuts that narrowed the crop
f 200 to a team of 18 players with
"o alternates, Duval was among the
hosen 18.
"I was really nervous and excited
jiroughout thetryouts," said Duval.
I was really happy when I got the
bone call and was told I made the
earn,"
The team consists of 19- to 23sar-old soccer all-stars. They will
'ain for four to six weeks this sum®w, which will be proceeded by two
Mifying games that decide their
^petition from among other
"ational Amateur teams around the
'orld.
Duval started playing soccer in
l's freshman year of high school and
'ansfered to UOP this year from San
°aquin Delta College. He feels that
le was invited to try out for the team
ecause of exposure gained during
years of high school while living
"he Bay Area.
Most of the national coaches
t{in the Bay Area," said DUval, "so
ley may have seen me when I played
"he Fremont area."

or

• LAW SCHOOL PROFESSORS AND TEXTS

Staff Writer

The UOP women's tennis team
concluded its dual-match season with
a pair of victories this week.
On Tuesday, the netters had a
surprisingly easy time defeating Santa
Clara 8-1 in the final NorCal match
of the season.
The win enabled the Tigers to
move into second, tied with Santa
Clara and Fresno State. All three
teams finished the NorCal season
with 3-2 records behind first place UC
Berkeley, holding a 5-0 record.
Playing well for the Tigers was
Eve Zimmerman at the number-onespot. Zimmerman whipped her op:
ponent 7-5, 6-1. Other winners for
the Tigers in straight sets were Annet
te Ward and Linda Woo. Karen
Hedlund and Dori O'Rourke were
also victorious with three set vic
tories. Pacific swept the doubles with
straight-set victories at all three spots.

(ow Is The Time
To Learn To Fly

According to Duval, criteria of
tryouts consisted of mental
i|tlng, ball skills Guggling, dribn8). running both distance and
work, and performance while
ying both indoor and outdoor.
.. Duval feels that this opportunity
I .help to better his chances at
tying professionally since he can
ncentrate his efforts.
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be RTF
vs va"a
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!• "It will help me because of the
3ching I'd b exposed to, and the
e
L;h°uts. m be eating, sleeping and
r?king soccer," adds Duval with a
"And the knowledge I gain I
" bl"ing back to UOP with me," he
bis.
5c

As for UOP's future in men's

Duval sees it as bright.
. .'Our team has done a 'lot of

N
, 8

this year," he comments.^
II definitely be strong next fall.'
. Duval, also an active member of
,Fa Phi Alpha fraternity, exJes that he chose to come to
» lc this season "for soccer...to
L>od education" and "because I
s, -' ''ked the people here and the
Phictors."
WOW-* of [Head Coach] Bruce
Cd,ng, I came to UOP because of
"Co rr>
^[Bennett] and Cricket [Greg
iL.«
„
admittf
admitted Duval. "I really
e their skill and leadership, and
e

The Adversarial Process
Individual Rights and
The Criminal Process
Twentieth Century Vicarious Liability

By Brian Ladd

• • AFTERNOON GUIDANCE SESSIONS ON LAW
SCHOOL ADMISSION, LSAT, WRITING AND
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
TUITION: $798 (HOUSING AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS)

On Wednesday, the netters
wrapped up a successful season by
defeating UC Davis 5-4. Zimmerman
once again played well. She came
back from a 2-6 defeat in the first set
tie-breaker to win the tie-breaker 8-6
and the first set. Zimmerman then,
went on to win the match in straight
sets. Also coming out victorious for
the Tigers were Woo and Hedlund.

(See TENNIS page 14)

FURTHER INFORMATION:
REGISTRAR

McGEORGE
SCHOOL OF LAW
UNIVERSITY
OF THE PACIFIC
3200 FIFTH AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95817
PHONE (916) 739-7105
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN LAW
SCHOOLS (AALS)-ACCREDITED BY THE AMERICAN
BAR ASSOCIATION (ABA)

The
cost
of
leaving just
went
.down.
BankAmericaTravelers Cheques.
Now Commission Free.

$20 DISCOVERY FLIGHT
AND... DO IT NOW!

Purchase BankAmerica Travelers Cheques at any Bank of America branch
in California, and save the 1% service charge.

You can discover for yourself the sights, sounds and sensations of
learning to fly f°r only $20.00.
With aCessna Pilot Center Discovery Flightyou'll actually take the
modem Cessna and fly under the gtndance of a
nrofessional flight instructor.
Itsa super way totake thefirst steptowards becominga pdot just
like thousands of other people have!

T » uourself with a Special Discovery Flight which tfrcludesa
TrV

£ £Sna a supervised flying experience with you at the

out to.

•FLOYD I
AVIATION

1355 Lindbergh Street
Stockton Metroport
983-0159

7-0
6-1
6-1
5-2
4-3
4-3
3-4
3-4
2-5
1-6
1-6
0-7

Women's League
A.A.
Hustlers
Whatever
Alpha Chigers
Tri-Delta
Interactions
Betty Boops
Carter's Clubbers

• TWO COURSES (6 hours undergraduate credit)

The UOP lacrosse team practices for competition.

4-0
3-0
3-2
2-2
2-3
1-2
1-3
1-5

B-Orange League
Applied Learning
Numbers
Blow Chow II
Phi Delta Chi
Archania B's
Ophers
Alba
Pure Kanes
Da Mokes
Big Sticks
Killer Catchers
Magie Bats

• JUNE 14-JULY 23, 1982
Required:
Elective:

2-2
0-3
0-5

B-Black League
Hit & Spit
Softballers
9 plus 18
8 plus 1
SAE
BizPub
Weebles
Sigma Epsilon

An opportunity to sample law school study on a law
school campus and gain further information about
the profession.

Women's tennis end in secqnd;
men conclude season at PCAA

Dalton
Duval
(pictured
above) treats UOP soccer
fans to many moments of
skillful, exciting soccer.

5-0
3-1
3-2
2-2

SAE Woofheads
Defense Mechanisms
Slammers

SUMMER PRE-LAW

'acific player named to
\lational soccer team

if y^ft<
Also expected to join UOP are
two walk-ons: freshman Betsy
Donovan from Oakmont, a 6' for
ward/center
and 5'H" forward
'Urhara Hoefk. a junior college
transfer from Chabot Junior College

Things are shaping up for the
first Intramural Triathalon. The
first of the three events will begin
at 8 a.m. on Sunday, May 2. The
500-yard swim will be followed by
a 12-mile bike ride, and then a
three-mile run, all on level ground.
The entry fee is $1, and both men
and women may compete.
The first weekend in May
holds a lot of activity for all
athletes. Saturday, May 1 will of
fer mixed-doubles tennis and co-ed
soccer tournaments. Both will
begin at 9 a.m., and there's a small
entry fee for both. Information is
available in the I.M. office.
Entries opened April 26 for
the Golf Tournament, to be held at
the Swenson Golf Club on Thurs
day, May 6. It's a Par 3 course,
and the winner will be determined
by score predictions as well as the
lowness of the score. There is a
green's fee and a small entry fee.
The tournament is open to both
men and women.
At press time, intramural softball standings were:
A-League

Roaring Archites
Raleigh Hill Raiders
Madoggers
Bulldogs

''We are a strong team,
physically, but a large squad is the
one element we really lack," states
Rob Turner, another active member.
"The average team in our league
boasts 30 to 35 players. Our team

looked forward to playing with
them."
If Duval decides against playing
with the Amateur National team, he
is considering accompanying Theo
Bennett to play on a team in England.

Pacifican

BA CHEQUE CORPORATION
A BANKAMERICA COMPANY

4-0
3-1
3-1
4-2
2-3
1-3
0-3
0-4
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F i r s t A n n u a l Pacific D a z e
provides dance,food,fun for all
off the weekend Friday afternoon
with a series of mini-contests and
Staff Writer
games. Students tested their skills
and luck at events such as a blind
It was more than a festival, more folded basketball shoot, a frisbee
than helium balloons...it was the toss for accuracy, a water balloon
First Annual Pacific Daze - a coor toss, and an obstacle course. About
dinated effort by various campus 140 students participated in the Camorganizations to bring festive and pusfest .winning hats, frisbees, and tcultural events to UOP.
shirts donated by Coors.
Pacific Daze, sponsored by
On Friday evening the Pacific
ASUOP, began on April 20 with an Program Council held their Fifth
art display of African, Danish, and Annual Monte Carlo Night in the
South American pieces in the UC Art University Center. Gaming tables of
Gallery. A special film program blackjack, roulette, and craps attrac
highlighted Wednesday and Thursday ted more than 350 people .according
night with showings of intercultura) to Jim Paull, UC Director. "It was
films such as "Zoot Suit," "Bwana the best Monte Carlo Nite we've
Toshi," and classic films from the had," said Paull. A dance featuring
BBC library.
the band "High Tide" drew ad
The Coors Campus fest, hosted ditional crowds to the Center. At the
by the intramural department,kicked end of the evening, gamblers cashed

By Bob! Bloom

IFC (from page 1)
the IFC decision, stating that the
council acted responsibly and ef
ficiently, and has been more than
fair. The future role of IFC as
seen by Chambers, is that of an
autonomous governing body that
will continue the growth and
prosperity of the fraternity system.
"It is a much stronger and
more mature body than it has ever
been. It should and will hear more
cases with situations such as this."
said Chambers.
Greg Boardman, adviser for
IFC and Jim Clifford, president of

WHITEtfrom page 1 )White continues to make news. His
analysis and ability to forcast the
trend of events in Central America
has placed him in the midst of one
of the most important foreign
policy debates of our time.
Ambassador White is curren
tly a Senior Associate at the Car
negie Endowment for Inter
national Peace. His articles and
commentaries on Central America
are carried in major newspapers,
periodicals and on television news

IFC both agreed that the council is
taking on a more independent role
and will continue to play a
mediating and judical role within
the Greek system.
After hearing the decision of
the IFC concerning the appeal,
Morgan questioned the power of
the IFC, saying, "By allowing the
IFC to use its previously dormant
power, it will control actions of
fraternities, but only because of
the fear of reprisal." Morgan con
cluded that there are a lot of bugs
in the IFC system, but that the idea
behind it is worthy.
programs. During his 25-year
career in the United States Foreign
Service, White also served as Am
bassador to Paraguay, Special
Presidential Envoy to the InterAmerican
Conferences
on
Education, Science and Culture, as
well as Deputy Ambassador to the
Organization of American States
and Latin American Director of
the Peace Corps. He has personal,
firsthand knowledge of every
country in Latin America, and has
had assignments in Columbia,
Equador, Chile, Uruguay, Bar
bados and Grenada.

in their chips in an auction of prizes.
The Third Annual International
Spring Festival took place Saturday
on Knoles Lawn. The festival was the
coordinated efforts of various
cultural and international clubs at
UOP, which provided food and en
tertainment from countries all around
the world. Entertainment included a
kung-fu sword dance, an inter
national fashion show, and singing
and dancing troupes from many
cultures around the world.
The President's Council for In
stitutional Advancement hosted a
carnival at the International Spring
Festival to help raise funds for the
library. Several booths were set up,
including a ring toss, prize wheel, and
dunking booth in which faculty
members came out all wet. The

BLANC-

Pacific Daze closed Saturday
night with a circle dance featuring
"Hide Tide" and "Steel Breeze"
The dance was the first live perfor
mance of "Steel Breeze" since cutting
their debut album, which will be
released this fall.
ASUOP President Joe Hartley
says he is pleased with the success of
Pacific Daze. His goal for next year
is to expand the event to include more
activities and to schedule a major
rock concert to end up the 'Daze'.

Coyote falls off an 8,000-foot
cliff, and in the next scene he's
chasing the roadrunner. You see a
drawbridge fall on Yosemite Sam;
he's flat as a pancake; and then in
the next scene he's back chasing
Bugs.
It's actually slapstick
comedy and not violence at all.
And if it wasn't in the picture, the
picture wouldn't be funny.
Nobody ever gets killed in a War
ner Brothers cartoon."
Pacifican:

Do you still enjoy

By Kathleen Bacchini

As the owner of a bicycle on
UOP's campus, you no doubt realize
the effort one must go through to
keep your ownership. You must lock
it down with ball and chain, keeping a
24-hour watch.
But in all seriousness, this has
become a problem, with last week s
bike thefts escalating to over $1,634
in losses.
.
Between the period of April 20
through 28 there were nine bicycle
thefts reported, according to campus
police records.
"The enormous
amount of bicycle thefts is unusual,"
says Lieutenant Correll of campus
security.
"Though bike thefts are not un
common, we usually get one or two a
month. But we have been getting
reports of one or two a day," said
Correll.
Correll also indicated that the
time of year for such thefts is unusual
in that the robberies are generally
[argest at the beginning of the school

TENNIS
(from page 13)

Bill Kochenderfer
on it, and then appoint them and then
be confirmed by the board. That's
how they do it in most legislative
bodies," Hartley concluded.
doing your work?

(from page 10)

at $ 1 , 6 3 4 loss
Staff Writer

PCIA also held a raffle in which they
gave away prizes donated by several
organizations and restaurants in the
community. Grand prizes included a
flight for two over Yosemite, a Las
Vegas weekend, a scuba certification,
and a weekend for two at the Hilton.

ASUOP (from page 1)—
"The first problem is it's very in
timidating to have six people inter
view one person," said Hartley.
"The other problem is with the selec
tion of the committee members."
"Until such time as the vicepresident appoints all members to
committees with confirmation of the
board, the entire committee structure
of ASUOP will be weakened." He
continued, "Because what happens
now is people volunteer. So you
don't get the best person,'you get the
person who is most willing to serve.
"It would be much better, for in
stance, if the vice-president would
explain the committee to some people
who she felt would be good to serve

Week's bike thefts

Blanc: "I love it. It's something
that makes me feel very good.
There's so much misery going on
in the entire world today. Just to
see people laugh is great satisfac
tion to me."
Pacifican: What's your favorite
character?

Blanc: "Bugs. I've got him all
over me [a tie and pin]. He's been
good to me, I have to be good to
him."

(I can't resist...Bdee, Bdee, Bdee,
That's all folks!

cASUOP
tlie
Conservatory" of
present

The number-one team of Ward
and Hedlund joined to decide the
match with a three set victory over
their Aggie foes. Zimmerman and
Woo were also victorious at the num
ber-two doubles spot.
This weekend the team will wrap
up the season at the NorCal playoffs
to be held at Fresno. The tourney will
be played in a round-robin format
with each team playing five matches
in two days. The winner will be
determined by the team with the best
record in the tourney.
The UOP men's tennis team
dropped a 9-0 dual-match decision to
the UC Davis Aggies last Tuesday.
The Tigers were only able to take one
set from the powerful Aggies all af
ternoon. The only three-set match of
the day was in the number-one
doubles. Tiger netters Peter Munroe
and Brian Nakashima teamed to ex
tend their Aggie foes 4-6, 6-4, and 46.
The Tigers, currently 10-10 on
the season, traveled to Reno last
weekend for three matches in two

year.
There appears to be nn
sistent patterns in areas target! C°"'
any particular time of day ''m ' n°t
received calls from students Vf
well as off-campus, and thrl°>
the day and night," said Correll Ut
Campus security has no 2
at this time, but is working nn iPects
One in particular is a report f ^
student observing two black n'
carrying bolt cutters across cam* 1&
"Of course in some case"!
students simply did not lock im »l 5
bikes," says Correll. "We are t •
to do what we can with our h 8
patrol and increasing our tin,
foot patrol," added Correll
A case of malicious' misrtl
resulted in $900 in damages .
vehicle on April 27. The owner h
parked his Toyota pickup jn ,,
fraternity circle when he discove
his truck had been punched on ?
hood twice. The truck was a
scraped and dented on both sid
and the left rear mirror was totnS
No one has been cited for the
cident.

2

days. Pacific began the weekend \
whipping Stanislaus State 9 n
Nakashima, playing up a position
number one, played a ci
good match, defeating his
6-2,4-6, and 7-6.
As well as Monroe, other simfe
winners included freshman to,
m
•
DeVries, Alex Stamey, Scott Zehnt
and Peter Soderstrom. All of the vie
tories captured by the Tigers were!
•J|S .
straight sets.
In the second match of the day
the netters came up on the short end
of a 5-4 decision to UC Santa Crtn
for the second time this year.
The Tigers lost a tough three set
dedsion, 7-6, 1-6, and 3-6, at tke
number-two doubles to decide the
final outcome of the match.
On Sunday, the Tigers could not Private property signs, suet
hold on, and lost to the University of may make Public Safety cl
Nevada-Reno.
The team concluded its dual- Jeffrey Johnson.
match season yesterday in a make-up
match at St. Marys. Results were
unavailable at press time. The team
will conclude its season at the PCAA
Championships next Monday and
Tuesday at Irvine.

Bolaman Productions
Proudly Presents

plus
tl\e <UOP Jazz ^and
8pm

Traffic and parking ciiations
sued by the UOP Department of
iiblic Safety are being challenge d by
HOP senior philosophy majot I e111e\
ohnson because of security's l.tilim
Pfollow California codes relating to
nvate property.
Signs posted at several entrances
the: university, most notably the
Se PP,nvAa!!e 0ff

StytatTstsubfhe ^-^^Wrkin'

sassaT'^n^dconuor^0

tickets available at:
UOP electronics store

•

Also Starring

Mother's Day is Sunday, May 9.

^

^ Low Rider ^
You Got The Power

WAR

BOLAMAN DANCERS

•

The FTD Big Hug Bouquet is generally available for less than $18 50
As independent retailers. FTD Florists set their own prices Individual
pri<Ae^mr?,y vary: Service charges and delivery may be additional
' 1982 Florists Transworld Delivery Association. SReqistered
trademark of Florists Transworld Delivery Association. *A cooper
atively owned floral wire and membership service.
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SATURDAY, MAY 8th (Two shows) - 7:80 pm & 10:00 pm

care.
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STOCKTON CIVIC AUDITORIUM - STOCKTON

Send your love with special

By

Aliarn2

at the

This Mother's Day, remember Mom with an FTD* Big
Hug® Bouquet. A beautiful arrangement of fresh flow
ers in a distinctive Ceramic Pot. Just stop by your near
est FTD® Florist before May 9, and send the FTD Big
Hug Bouquet. It's a special Mother's Day gift the girl
back home won't ever forget.
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general $5

Send flowers to that girl back home.
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ASUOP free

By Steve Johnson
Special to the Pacifican

CON FUNK SHUN
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TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
_Tow,erI Records • El Dorado Market
lcketron • Headquarters Liquor on Charter Wav
• Also at the Gate •
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$950 in Advance

$ 1050 Day of Show

Listen to KSTN for a chance to win
FREE TICKETS
For more information CALL 948-KSTN
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